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Dorm an·d meal costs 
rising fall semester 
Dormitory residents ·can expect an . elude restoring the leaking showers 
increase in rent .and meal plan costs ~nd improving the lighting and air 
when the university sWitches from ··conditioning systems. 
quarter to semester system in Augus~. . The new dorms will probably be 
The hike will boost prices by $58 coed. McCray explained that they will 
and $112 in the ·fall, according to .be coed by floor, not by room. 
Chris McCray, housing director. One of the new dorms will open in 
The Board of Regents approved the· August and the other two will open in 
increase last Friday. December,· McCray said. 
The increase will pay for ad- The new dorms will house 446 
ministrative salary increases, utility students. They will be double rooms 
costs, repairs and renov~tions to the ex- with four students sharing a bathroom. 
isting dorms al)d the construction of Two buildings will have · four ·floors 
the new dorm~. and one building will have three floors. 
The new dorms cost $4.8 million to Current residents will have the first 
build while the old ones cost $1 .8 opportunity to _ move into the new 
million. McCray said the students who dorms, but one resident said most of 
occupy the resident halls will help pay his friends wiH stay in their present 
the 40-year mortgage on the . new rooms because they are cheaper. Stu-
facilities. dent Scott Carson said, "The price has 
"If the current residents did not take got to go up sometime, and it's still· 
up the slack of the new facilities," Mc- cheaper than an apartment." 
Cray said, "we would have to charge Judith Eady, a freshman majoring in 
$S50 per· semester for the new . computer science, said .she will stay 
facilities. The current residents help ,because she has no other choice if she 
keep the cost for the ~t~dents in the wants to go to school: "It's nicer than ' 
new facilities down a .little." most apartments I've seen," she said. 
Starting fall semester, a double room - Robert Stage,' cafeteria director, said 
in the existing dorms will cost $418,.a the price of the SAGA meal plan will . 
single room. will cost $453 and a dou- increase when the semester system 
ble room in the new dorms will cost starts, but he is not sure h~w much the 
$4 7Z. All prices include telephone increase will be. 
charges. · · The cafeteria staff is planning to 
. McCray said UCF' s rent, including discuss the meal plan with dorm 
· the increase, is the second lo~est residents to get their input, he said. . 
among F:lorida's nine state universities. The . meal plan will probably be 
While a double room will cost $418 at mandatory, Stage said, because all the 
ucr. University of flori'da is charging dorms will not be finished. "If we had 
$4 75 per semester. Th~ lowest price, . more students, we · could look 
$382.59, is charged at Florida Atlantic realistically to an optional plan," he 
University. . said. "The university needs that 
Repa~rs to the existing dorms will in- g~aranteed hase." 
March commencement 
denied winter graduates 
by Bryan McLawhom 
Future staff 
Students g~aduating this winter have 
failed in an effort to have their gradua-
tion ceremony sch~duled before June. 
·The UCF .administration has denied 
a student request for a special 
ceremony, citing the reasons of high 
cost and poor student participation in. 
a special ceremony granted last year. 
A petition containing 307 stu~ent 
signatures, 261 of which have applied 
for March 1981 graduation, was given 
to Leslie Ellis, vice president of 
Academic Affairs. After reviewing the 
an.ticipated . cost and level _of atten-
dance of such a ceremony, Ellis denied 
the request. 
. A similiar petition was submitted 
last summer calling for a special c.om-
mencement in response to an ~d­
ministrati9n decision to hold 'two 
cereinonies during the year · instead of 
four . The ceremony was held, but only 
5.3 percent of the petitioning graduates 
attended. Ellis said the poor turnout 
was the primary reason for denying 
this year's request . . 
Student Senator George Chandler 
said he felt the low turnout at last sum-
mer's ceremony was due to poor 
publicity on the part of the administra-
tion. He added tha~ as a result, most 
students felt there wouldn't be a 
ceremony. 
Graduation, page 11. 
Brtan LaPeter/Future 
Kathy Shannon, pitcher of last year's t~am, demonstrates tfie 
slow-pitch. The .limited number of schools competing in slow-
pit~h play was one factor in the elimination of the women's sof-
tball team, according to athletic business manager Bill Goldsby. 
- - t -
Softball team ~ropped 
. . . 
as money saving m.easure 
Financial and player eligibility comp~ications have forced the cancella-
. tion ·of UCF's softball ·program. . 
'!'he decision to abolish the program was made Monday. Team members 
were notified of the situation Tuesday, just three days prior to the scheduled 
start of'the 1981 season. . 
· According to head coach Sharon Adamson, she wa$ notified of the deci-
sion in a meeting attended by herself, athletic director J<ick O'Leary, 
athletic department'.business manager Bill Goldsby, women's athletic direc-
tor Carmen Penn.ick, and vice-president of business affairs John Goree . 
According to Goldsby, the elimination ''wasn't just a sudden decision," 
but had been under consideration since its recommendation by an athletic 
evaluation committee. The commjttee issued a list of recommendatfons to 
President . Colburn .last month, after a four-month investigation into the 
operation and problems of the athletic department. · · 
"The reason for the apparent suddeness was that if we had delayed until 
after the first game of the season, then each player would have lost a year of 
eligibility," Goldsby sa-id. Playing <?De game would have counted as a full 
year of sport participation, he said, explaining t~at students are limited .to 
four years of play. 
Pennick said a lack of eligible players was also a major factor in the deci-
sion to disband the program immediately. . . 
"We always wait until the last possible moment, right before the first 
event before we check eligibility," explained Pennick, "to . be sure the 
eligib,ility affidavit is . accurate. While I was doing that last Friday, I 
discovered several ineligible players. That was just the final thing that 
helped speed up the decision." 
Goldsby said there was limited student interest in the program, with only 
Softball, page 11 
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Winter Quarter 
Final Examination Schedule 
Classes which first meet 
during the week 
8 a.m. Monday 
9 a.m. Monday 
10 a.m. Monday 
11 a.m. Monday 
Noon Monday 
I p.m. Monday 
2 p.m. Monday· 
3 p.m. Monday 
3 p.m. Monday 
4 p.in. Monday 
· 6 p.m. Monday 
7 p.rn. Monday 
8 p.m. Monday 
8 a.m. Tuesday 
9 a.m. Tuesday 
l 0 a.m. Tuesday 
11 a.m. Tuesday 
Noon Tuesday 
l p.m. Tuesday· 
2 p.m. Tuesday 
3 p.m. Tuesday 
4 p.m. Tuesday 
· 6 p.m. Tuesday 
7 p.m. Tuesday 
8 p.m. Tuesday 
6 p .. m. Wednesday 
6 p.m. Thursday 
Final Examination ~eriod 
8-9:50 a.rn. Mon., Mar. 16 
8-9:50 a.m. Wed., Mar. 18 
10-11:50 a.m. Mon., Mar. 16 
10~11:50 a.m. Wed., Mar. 18 
12-1:50 p.rn. Mon., Mar. 16 
2-3:50 p.m. Mon., Mar. 16 
2-3i50 p.m. Wed., Mar. 18 
4_-5:50 p.m. Mon., Mar. 16 
4-5:50 p.m. Wed., Mar. 18 
6-7:50 p.m. Mon., Mar. 16 
8-9:50 p.m. Mon., Mar. 16 
To be announced 
8-9:50 a.m. Tues., Mar. 17 
8-9:50 a.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
10-11 :50 a.m. Tues., Mar. 17 
10-11 :50 a.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
12-1 :SO p.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
·2-3:50 p.m. Tues., Mar. 17 
2-3:50 p.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
4-5:50 p.m. Tues., Mar. 17 
4-5:50 p.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
6-7:50 p.m. Tues., Mar. 17 
· 8-9:50 p.m. Tues., Mar. 17 
8-9:50 p.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
6-7:50 p.m. Wed., Mar. 18 
6-7:50 p.m. Thurs., Mar. 19 
GRAND OPENING PARTY!! 
FRIDAY MARCH 6 e 5 PM TILL? 
Barbeque Ribs & Chicken W/Fixings 
· All You Ca_n Eat $2.99 
Entertainment By Loyd Gibbens Band 
, . 
ONE FREE BEER W/PURCHASE OF TICKET 
BEER 3 GLASSES FOR $1.00 
CANOPY GARDENS 
ACROSS FROM UCF 
273-4530 
News 
Briefs 
------·- -- ----
·world 
Japan- Pope John Paul Ii 'was denied permission to speak in Tokyo's Meiji Park 
and instead preached on a baseball field in the center of a gaudy amusement park, 
according to Newsweek magazine. · 
The most emotional point of the trip was a stop at ground zero in Hiroshima, 
~here 36 years earlier an atomic bomb killed 100,000 fopanese . "To re~ember 
Hiroshima is to abhor nuclear war," he said. "To remember Hiroshima is to 
commit oneself for _peace." 
Nation 
- California- A University 9f California astronomer said he discover~d four 
galaxies about I 0 billion light years from Earth, according to the Sentinel Star. , 
Hyron Spinrad, a Berkeley professor., said the galaxies are 30 percent farther 
away than any observed previously . 
"Evidence from the farthest galaxies," according to a university announcement, 
"strongly supports a theory suggesting that a primordial explosion or 'big bang' 
occurred about 18 billion years ago and was followed by the formation of stars 
and galaxies from the expanding gases within about two billion years." . 
T"1vo of the galaxies have been named by numbers and have been reported of-
ficially, Spinrad said. Spinrad predict~d that galaxies far more distant will be 
discovered in the near future with further technological advaryces. 
Detroit- Chrysler Corp. reported a fourth quarter loss of $235 million, bringing 
its full-year deficit to $1. 71 billion, according to the Wall Street Journal. The 
deficit is believed to be the largest annual loss ever recorded by a u.s .. company. 
Chrysler was forced to offer a new cash rebate program t9 encourage purchases 
of its cars when General Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co. launched n:iajor cam-
paings of their own in mid-February. 
State 
Tallahassee- Republicans are not supporting Gov. Bob Graham's drive to collect 
frost-disaster aid from the federal government according to the. Sentinel Star. 
Graham asked the Reagan administration to designate Dade, Palm Beach, Lee, 
Collier, and Hendry counties as disaster areas. The governor said up to 20,000 
farm workers were out of work and $232 million worth of fruit and vegetables . 
were ruined. 
Campus 
Student Body President James Bi"ount said the Florida Student Association favors 
adding a one-cent sales tax in Florida t~ be spent on education. He added that the 
FSA opposes a tuition increase. 
The Student Senate unanimously passed a resolution protesting the killing of 
Canadian baby harp seals. The resolution was meant as an encouragement to 
UCF student Jennifer Erb, who will attend a protest rally in Ottawa March I·S .. 
~ 
We're wh~t you've been waiting fo~ ... 
"
American 
Heart 
Association 
WE 'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
The scientific approach to hair care 
~ED KEN 
Hair & Skin Products Aristocrat 
aJX\S 
Deslgns 
Walk-in or Ap,pointment 
Phone: 671-HAIR (4247) 
University Square · 
Mon. & Fri. 9-6 
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 9-8 . 
Saturday 9-4 
628-0405 
- Toll ~rPP 800-412·'>249 
l'ln ~l<:I \ '\ \I\'.'; \C:EI> 
1-~'ff\lll.ISlll ·:D l!li:I 
' 1 j 
'; 
? . 
.-
~ 
'• 
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Dorm v·isit hours 
may soon chcinge 
UCF dormitory residents may get a 24-hour visitation 
policy next quarter . 
Housing Director Chris McCray said the recently-formed 
dorm governments, comprised of four residents from each 
dorm, are eval~ating an administration survey. It revealed 
that 83 percent of the dorm residents would like to be able to 
have visitors 24 hours a day. 
Residents are currently allowed to have visitors of. the op-
posite sex in their rooms from 10 a.m. to midnight Suhday 
through Thursday, and from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. on Friday 
' and Saturday. , 
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president of Student Affai_rs, said 
recommendations made by the dorm governments will be 
reviewed by himself and C. W. Brown, dean of students. 
Tubbs, Brown and McCray say they have no objections to · 
24-hmF visitation, but Brown said they are stil'I considering 
~ays of implementing a policy. ' 
Over half the survey dealt with aspects of yisitation, while 
remaining questions dealt with dorm security. One question 
asked residents if they were satisfied with the current visita-
tion policy. About 66 percent said no. Residents also in-
· Pam Glmson/Future Light riding Streetlights on Pef?asus Drive etch a kinetic pattern in this 
·photo taken from the dash- board of a moving car. 
dicated how well they knew the visftation policy, how often Athl t• 
they have visitors of the opposite sex and how often they are.· e IC 
disturbed by roommates' guests. · 
McCray said visitation and other dorm policies are enforc- by Kathleen Foronda 
ed as strictly as possible. However, he added that rules can- Entertalnmentedltor 
body adopts more duties 
"We always had the authority~ but never really 
exercised it," Kennedy added. . 
not be enforced unless violations are discovered by the 
dorms' resident . advise~s or reported by a resident. He said 
the most serious problems are vandalism of candy machines 
and fire alarms. . 
UCF' s Athletic Authority is adopting more 
.responsibilities for advisement and regulation of _ 
intercollegiate sports. 
Last year's incident concerning the grade 
change of an athlete without the professor's 
knowledge prompted a "tightening up" of the 
program, Kennedy said. . -
Nobody has been caught vandalizing the dorms, he said. 
By the time someone hears a suspicious noise and in-
vestigates, the culprits are gone, McCray explained. 
The visitation survey also contained questions concerning 
dorm security. About 16 percent of the 32°7 respondents said 
they have h~d posses~ions stolen from their rnoms. Students 
and a~inistrators all agree that 24-hour visitation ca'n 
, Dr. Henry Kennedy, authority chairman, said 
the expansion ·was prompted by a National Col-
legiate Athletic Association publication compar-
ing the functi~ns of various college athletic com-
mittees throughout the country. 
"We want to oversee the program, not be a 
nuisance," Kennedy said. "We want to make sure 
all the rules are obeyed." . 
Since the formation of the Athletic Authority 
about a year ago, its only functions have been 
projecting the athletic budget for receipt of Stu-
dent Government funds, approving inter-
Survey, page 8 
He said the NCAA noted that a majority of the 
nation's colleges and universities are exercising · 
responsibilit~es not practised at UCF . . . ·Athletic ~uthority, page 7 
"NO REGARD" 
PARTY 
for 
Muscular Dy~trophy 
FRID1'Y, MARCH 13· 
4p.Ill. to ·2a.~. · 
LAKE CLAIRE·· 
Buy, your tickets now for $3.00! 
*ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK!! (60kegs!) 
*MUSIC BY TRANSATLANTl.C 
* A CHANCE TO WIN A FREE KEG 
*BONFIRE 
:Tickets are available at the Student Ceri-
ter main desk or from any SAE. 
. I 
Tickets will be $4.00 at the gate. 
Sponsored by SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
THE.12 HOURS OF 
·•RmllWi 
INTERNATIONAL GRAND 
PRIX OF ENDURANCE 
· March 19~21 
The 1981 Coca-Cola · 12 Hours of 
Sebring • the · 29th ·running of 
America's oldest and most 
prestigious professional sports car 
race. A weekend of fun-the 1981 
Spring Kickoff, with fr~e -camping 
right at the Sebring Circuit. A party 
at the races you won't want to 
miss! 
Advance tickets now on 
sale until March 18th 
through PKA. For .infor· 
mation. phone Scott Bell 
277 -2056 or . Les, or 
Rus~y 677 ·fllKE 
Page4 
Campus 
Bulletin 
Board 
Book Sale 
The UCF Foundation and the UCF 
library will hold a used b~>ok sale from 
9 a .m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Tbursda y in the second floor lobby 
of the ~ibra ry. 
·Diplomas 
Winter qua rter graduates w'ill . be 
mailed their diplomas four weeks after 
graduation. Graduates who do not 
dP'lire to attend their June 12 
graduation ceremony can get their 
diploma cases at the Records ·counter 
of the Registrar's Offi ce immediatelv. 
Those graduates attending _ .the 
ceremony will be issued diploma cases 
a t that. tio1e. 
~cholarship 
The America n Business Women 's 
Associ a tion is accepting schol a rship 
a pplications for the 1981-82 academic 
yea r. An v femal e freshman or 
~ophomore. who can show evidence of 
fin a nci a l need a nd good . academic 
standing ma y appl y. · · 
Deadline for applications is Ma rch 
15. Interested students ca n appl y in the 
Office. of Student Fina ncial Aid, _ADM 
120. 
Courses Offered 
The UCF Real Esta te Institute w ill 
hold a Rea l Estate I (sa les) course 
which · sta rts March 17 with cl asses 
from 6 to 10 p.m. Tuesda y a nd Thur-
sday a nd 9 a. m. to S p.m. Saturda y 
for sale 
77 Rabbit 2-cir. automatic, air, AM-FM, 27 MPG, 
excellent cond. Quasi-dealer, 365-5606. 
Realistic Fffi/cassette car stereo, 79 model. Never 
been used. $100 or best offer. Call 275-4112. 
c·ondo townhouse, Winter Spr./Pebble Ck., 3-
·bdrm., 2Yz bath, loft, unfurnished, laundry 
hookup, dishwasher, disposal, garage w/ elec. 
door, 2 patios, screened kitchen bar, lots of 
storage, swim. pool, clubhouse, SHEOAH golf 
course. $525/month. 671-3007. 
Free Fisher Speakers w/ purchase of 80 wt. Ken· 
wood AM/FM receiver & Technics cassette recor-
der. Seperate pi:ice $250 receiver, $125 
tapedeck, $75 speakers. Call Kelly (days( 855-
2913. G0od condition, powerful sound. 
1970 Volvo P-1SOOE sports coupe, 4 cyl., 4-spd . . 
w/overdrive, air, radials, green ext., tan int., ex-
cel. cond. 834-6282 or 339-0935. 
1975 Datsun B-210, 4-door, excel. cond.; only t 
46,000 miles. $2,000. Call x2870 or 365-3875. 
, liouse, 2 greenhouses & 5 acres • Ok1ahoma Rd. 
off Hwy. 436 toward Geneva • 2 mi. to Oviedo, 7 
mi. to UCF & Westinghouse site. 2-bdrms, 1 bath, 
firepl., carport, hardwood & carpet, 16 x 18 
screened patio, 10 x 12 metal shed. Lovely at-
111osphere • income from nursery owner - 365-
643' or Blrbara, 275-2851. 
VW Rabbit, 1975, air conditioning. Inform., tlf. 
677-4011. 
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS 
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Norman the armadillo 
and Sunday at the UCF South Orlando 
Center. Tuition is $30 and includes 
books. 
The Real Estate Continuing 
Education Course will be held Ma rch 
20 and 21 with sessions from 6 to 11 
p.m. Friday and 9 a .m. to 7 p.m. 
Saturday on campus. Tuiti'on is $30 
with materials. 
American I Institute of Real Estate 
Appraisers course w ill be held March 9 
to · April 8 with dasst's 6:30 to 9:30 
p.rn. each Mondav and Weclnesda v. 
Tuition is $ 180 and includes books a~d 
examination. 
For i.nformation , call X-2 126. 
Spring Fever 
The UCF Student Center 'and Rec. 
Servi ces a re pla nning a week .of fun 
and competition May 11 through May 
16. Some of the events and act iviti C's 
tenta ti velv schedul ed include Guinness 
Book Re.cord Breakers, Eve rything 
Goes, Bong Show, Ska te Party, Ba r-
bequ e, Pool Pa rty, Squ a re Dance, 
Havride a nd a Bonfire. Pri zes wil I be 
aw~ rded for the week based on · the 
competitions a nd participa tion. All 
ca mpus g roups are urgrd to sr nd a 
n"Jjrpsenta tiv r to the organiza tional 
meeting toda y a t I p .m. in SC 2 11 . · 
s.o.c.s. 
Students interested in supporting 
reform in UCF policies such as upper-
level environmental requirements, 
withdrawal date and the forgiveness · 
. policy are invited to attend a meeting 
of the Society of Concerned Students at 
2 p.m. tod~y in Room 214 of the Stu-
dent Center. Those interested in sup-
porting the organization should con-
tact Mike at 282-2108 
Party 
The Politica l Science/Pre-Law Union 
wi ll be host ing a n end of the q ua rter 
party at i p.m . Ma rch 13 . Directions 
for the pa rty a re avail abl e a t the 
Po liti ca l Science Depa rtment. All 
students a re welcome. For informa tion 
ca ll Rav Ca tes a t 3f'i5-3696 or Jeff 
Scho rri e.r a t 273-3778 . 
Speaker· 
Letiti a Ba ldrige w il I speak a bout her 
persona l experi ences a t noon March 13 
in the Pres idents Dining 'Room. Her 
past aecomplishments include 
orga ni za ti ona l invol vements with Tif-
MARli£TPLACE 
.. .,,.. - ._ -. . -
help wanted · 
M.ale, part-time retail · hardware. Experience 
preferred. Call 339-7365 9 AM· 6 PM. · 
Babysitter wanted fro·m 8:30 to 1:30, my home, 
Winter Springs. 339-3902. 
Child care/It. housekeeping. 2:30-5:30 M-F. 
Maitland. 'Must have own car. Prefer avail. Wed. at 
1:30. SSO/wk. 645-4527 after 5 PM. 
Person to work in stable 3 days/wk. approx. 4 
hours/day. Eltperience with horses helpful. 678-
$42. 
Earn extra income in your spare time. Training 
provided. Call 671-1817. 
Opening$ for camp counselors. Activities include 
arts & ~rafts, riflery, circus, riding; sailing, ·etc. 
Write Camp Keystone, 570 Crescent Rd., Odessa, 
Fl, 33556. Call 813-920-2921. 
Housecleaners needed, flexible hours. $3:50 to 
$4.00/hr. to start. 671-7463. Leave name &.no. 
with answering service. 
MONE'r 
Work 5-10 hours per week on your own time ear-
ning good money with Forever Living Products. 
Call 894-~ !02, ask for Dan or Tom. 
Waitresses · pt. time lunch or dinn·er. Come in. 
anytime. The Private i, Seminole Plaza, Hwy. 17-
92 & 436, Casselberry, FL. 
P.R. representatives for exclusive private club. 
Varied interesting duties, come in any time. The 
Private i, Seminole Plaza, Hwy. 17-92 & 436, 
Casselberry. · 
typists 
EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs exp. Full time. Term 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction · 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. 
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386 .. 
TYPING! Quality thesis, term papers, re~umes & 
letters. Paper supplied; editing if needed. IBM 
Selectric 11.1 mile from Campus. Marti, 365-6874 
a~er 5:30 PM. 
Typing specialist for students & protessors. IBM 
& Turabian style. Nancy. 851-~9. 
A typed paper is not the same thing as a PAPER 
TYPED WELL. Get the benefit of 15 years ex-
perience including knowledge of formats of most 
state universities and assurance of accuracy with 
an IBM Correcting Selectric. Please call Susie 
647-4451after2. 
·Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term papers, 
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671-
6098. 
I can't write it for you, but I sure can type it. Leigh 
Taylor-Adams Secretarial (904) 788-4708. 
_studen~ ~~tes. Pick-up & delivery. _ 
,Typing service · available, 11 years experience, 
~lose to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257. 
~EED TYPING DONE? i have very reasonable rates, 
experienced, live c~ose to UCF Ca. 671-9680. 
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable. 
Call Holli, 628-5489 or 678-7371. 
fan y's a nd ,Burlington Industr ies, 
socia l secreta ry for President Kennedy, 
columnist, · a uthor a nd owner of a 
public re lation s firm. 
The dea dline for buying ti ckets is 
Wedn esday. Ti ckets a re $3.50 which 
includes lunch and a re ava il abl e a t the 
Ma rketing Depa rtment, CB 410. 
For more informa.tion, ca ll x-2108. 
·Rally 
Student Gove rnment is sponsoring a 
rall y aga inst the tuition increase . and 
the enrollmen t cap Tuesday from 
11 :30 to I p.m. on the SC G reen. In 
case of rai n, the ra lly w ill be held in 
the Sc ience Auditorium. 
Summer st·udy 
The Depa rtment of Fore ign 
Languages w il 1 ·offer summer study 
programs in France, Spain. and Italy 
this summer. · 
The dates for the Fra nce program 
a re June 20 through August 1, the 
Spa in program runs fro~ June 27 to 
August 25 and the Ita ly program is 
from Jul y 2 through July 31. Students 
w ill receive coll ege credit for courses 
taken . 
F or more info rma tion , ca ll x-2641. 
roommates 
Female to share i-bdrm. 2-f~ll bath apt. Avail. for 
Spring Qtr. $80/mo. & 'n util.-Call 277-3879. 
Mature student/faculty share new home in country 
near Ov~edo. Prefer female, light/non smoker, 
neat, quiet. $150/mo. & Yz power. X2106 after-
noon or 365-8510. 
Male looking for m. or fm., fm. preferred, clean. 
Rm. for 2-br. 2-b. furn. apt. $150 & Yz util. 
Strawberry Field Apts., 677-6591. 
services 
Window tinting cuts heat and glare. Cool your car 
before the summer. Excellent work at a good 
price. Call Dave, 678-2203. 
NEED THAT SPECIAL ROOM OR HOUSE .TOUCHED 
UP? . Village Painters will paint from a closet to a 
complex. Give us a call for a free estimate, 628-
5715. We're iust workin' our way through. 
Gay Social Services of Central · Florida offering 
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line 
with trained members & special activities. For in- : 
formation call 843-2750. 
ABORTION SERVICES/ FREE PREGNANCY TEST, i 
LOW . COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden-
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours 
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information~ 
pregnancy tests and counseling. YD screening, low 
cost, confidential services. 
Available through gov. agencies, many sell for un- t-----------------~-----------.;.._---J 
Cedntral Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
· der $200. Call 602-941-8041 ext. 8587 for your 
directory on how to purchase. 
1968 Datsun 2000 Sports Roadster, 5-speed, 
$1400. 273-2884. 
Shotgun, Ithaca model 37 featherweight, pump 
I action, 12 ga. $100. 273-2884. 
Student moving overseas must sell 1-year-old 
double bed, sofa sleeper. 677-4011. 
Car for sale,11611'0ntiac, electric windows and 
seats, A/C, AM-FM radio, mint condition. $900. 
-i78-93i2. 
for rent 
House for rent with option. 3/2 bath, 2000 sq.' ft., 
fireplace, 2~r garage, off University Blvd. near 
UCF. $600/mo. 678-9362 after 6 PM. 
i-BR. Furn. Apt. on lake tiOm 5250imo. 10 min. 
'trom UCF. Call Richard Bites at 849-0020 or a.; 
5679. ·. 
deadlines 
Ad deadlines are Friday at .5· PM for display & 
Monday at noon for Classified ads. Ads must be 
submitted in person & . paid for at the time of 
placement, unless arrangements are made other-
wise. Call 27 5-2865 or stop by the business office 
located next to the new Health Center. Classified 
o_n-campus rates are 50¢ per line. 
campus display e-ostJ is $3.00 per colum~ inch 
. . 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
· Pregna.nt?Need helpr841-2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointment • Counseling for men 
BETA Cen~~r, 419 N. Magnolia, O~I. 
· ·· -----· --· petsonal 
·.Europe • student traveling. to Europe this summer, 
. Eurail, hosteling route. Looking for same to travel 
with and share expenses. Call 862-8298. Approx. 
June 25 · Aug. 15. 
· UCF grad looking for male or female student to 
accomp•ny through Europe, 6-8 wks., via back-
: pack, EuraU, hostels. Leave approx. June 1st. Call 
Greg, 339-0935. 
Barb C. - Wh'en you Jeast expect it, expect it!!! 
Love, The Slug Brothers 
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YO-Ung debating duo talking ifs . way f o nationals 
Although the members of the UCF Coach Jeff Butler attributes the 
Debate Team are young, they are mak- team's success to the freshman-
ing quite a name for themselves. sophomore combination of Jeff 
The team won a tournament at Nicholson and Al Ferguson. Butler said 
Alabama's Samford University and he is especially pleased because they 
placed in the top 10 in debate tour- ' are beating juniors and seniors. 
naments at West Georgia, Harvard Assistant Coach Star Muir said some 
and Dartmouth colleges this quarter. judges commented that the UCF team. 
· · - debates as well as the more experienc-
Jeff N_icholson 
ed debaters. , 
Both men came to UCF with debate 
exp~rience. Fergus<?n, a communica-
tions major, , went to Sarasota High 
School and competed in nationals. At 
Manatee Junior Coll~ge he was con-
sidered the best junior college debater . 
in the country. He plans to teach after 
graduation and then go into politics. 
Nicholson, a business major, -says he 
plans to go to law school. He attended 
Parkview High School and won the 
state championship. He was also c;on-
sidered one ot the top 10 dehaters in 
Georgia .. 
There are other activities they would 
like to be involved in, ~~ch as f_rater-
by Dennis Long,._ 
Future staff 
nities and student government, but 
they say debate is their first priority. 
They spend up to 30 hours a week in · 
practice and research. 
Muir . s·a id their opposite 
temperaments add to the success of the 
team. "Al is dependable, ·solid and 
strong, while Jeff provides creatlvity 
and hidden insights to the team," he 
said . 
. Ferguson said Butler's outstanding 
talent is in allowing the team to be in-
dividuals. He s~id, "Some teams are 
spoon-fed, but Butler encourages us to 
do our thinking for ourselves." 
If the' team places i:r:i the top five in 
district competition in March, they 
will qualify for nationals. "There is a 
good ~hance we will go to nationals 
this year," Bulter said. 
Last year UCF's top debater, Bairy 
Ragsdale, ranked third in the nation 
and the team ranked seventh. Butler 
said he is hoping that the team .will 
rank in the top 10 or better this year. 
"This shows that the tradition of ex-
cellence of debate at this school is con- . 
tinuing," Butler said. 
The team will travel to Gainesville 
this weekend as defending champions 
of that tournament . Districts are 
scheduled for next weekend and na-
tionals will follow. 
,Al Ferguson 
Administration, said B'usiness Day is an important function 
that gives students and faculty an opportunity to get to know 
each other and communicate outside the classroom. 
Senators 
deb.ate 
The Student Senate agreed Tuesday to pay 60 percent of 
the cost for Business Day, despite opposition from senators 
who said the College of Business Administration and 
·Jarvis said his request before the senate was "an · im-
passioned plea to support Business Day." He added that he 
did not know if Business Day could be held without financial 
assistance from the senate. 
funding 
business clubs should foot the bill. · 
Business Day is an annual event sponsored by the College 
b • 11 of Business Administration. The business faculty is paying I . for 40 percent of the food, s~ft drinks and beer, free to all 
students who attend the even on April 24. · . 
Dr. Lance Jarvis, associate dean of the college of Business 
. Sen. Laurel McComber opposed the bill. She argued that 
~he senate has about $4,000 left in its working fund, and that 
is not enough to last through spring quarter if the senate con-
tinues to pass bills for large amounts of money. The Business 
D¥ty bill cost the senate $867.27. 
Business Day, page 8 
CRUISE VACATION 1981. 
tss Mardi Gras 
July .5.12 
If You Have Not Been On A. 
FUN SHIP CRUISE VACATION 
You Have Missed Something Great 
If You Have ••• 
You Will Want To Go Again 
It is A Vacation Filled With Excitement, Fun & Convenience! 
There Is Ari Abundance Of Food (Seven meals and snacks a day} 
Sports, Games, Parties (Captains parties and single unattached pa_rty} 
Live Entertainment, Dancing-(Caiypso, rock, cocktail or society music} 
Casinos And Lots More To K_eep You Going ••• 
ALL AT STUDENT RATES!!! 
•$450.00 
INCLUDING 
·Roundtrip Bus w/ Open Bar 
Port Taxes & Gratuities. 
Private Co~kt~il Party 
VISITING 
NASSAU 
SANJUAN 
ST. CROIX 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATl.ON NOW.! 
CALL 
... 
~ 
SCIENCE FICTION 
GAMES 
<!!omr, 
nttb bring n 
JYrirnb, 
ta 
APOGEE 
BOOKS 
INTERSTATE MALL 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 
339-5448 
THE HAIR SHOP 
' : .Precision Style Cut $7 .00 Full Service ·Salon Walk-Ins Welcome 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 282-.1700 (Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8. 
., 
..oil 
~ .. - ·uvE- .,, 
THE.LOYD GIBBENS BAND 
ROCK-COUNTRY-NEW WAVE 
SAVE$$$$ 
s,.tJ'+- NO . 'tr lfti, 
"" 4~ ., '-"'" .,~ COVER o,, :'":?"'' ~· . CHECK OUT THE NEW ~'''o~ltla 
"' 
,~. ~, 
- CANON GARDENS 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
L ACROSS FROM UCF J, .. 
' 
' 
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BREVARD CAM·PUS 
1519 Clearlake Road 
Cocoa, Florida 32922 
Telephone: 632-4127 
SP.RING- QUARTER 1981 CLASS SCHEDULE 
BREVARD CAMPUS REGISTRATION 
Tuesday, March 10, 1981: 1:~0-4:30 PM; 6:00-9:00 PM 
Brevard Campus registration and add/drop precede on-campus registration. Students may register at the Brevard Campus for 
Brevard courses only. The same student may then go to the Orlando Campus and register for main campus courses or additional 
Brevard courses. However, the following procedures must be followed: (a) .student must present approval notice from the Brevard 
Campus director, · (b) student cannot register before his/her regular scheduled appointment time on the Orlando Campus, (c) 
regist~ation will be accomplished at the problem station. 
PFX. NO. SEC. HRS. TITLE DAY HOUR BLDG./ROOM INSTRUCTOR 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
CCJ 3300 71 4 Correctional & Penal System M 1800-2150 B231 Jones, R. M. 
CCJ 4540 71 4 Delinquency Control w 1800-2150 B218 Duffey 
ENC 3352 71 3 Prof. Report Writing I R 1800-2050 B218 / Staff 
ENG 3716 71 3 Exploring Poetry R 1800-2050 B231 Staff 
LEA 3801 71 4 Administrative Law w 1800-2150 B231 Pyle 
LEA 4501 71 4 Domestic Relations Law R 1800-2150 C209 Wolfman 
MMC 4200 71 4 Communication Law M 1800-2150 B234 O'Keefe 
PAD 4104 71 4 Administrative Theory T 1800-2150 B218 Carter, L. 
POS 3235 71 4 Mass Media & Politics M 1800-2150 B221 Maddox 
PSY 3624 71 4 Parapsychology w 1800-2150 B221 Shirkey 
sow 3191 71 4 Assessing Human Systems M 1800-2150 B207 Wahl 
eSOW 4510 71 12 Field Experience TBA TBA . TBA Green 
•sow 4510 72 4 Field Experience TBA TBA · TBA Green 
•SOW 4522 71 4 Field Experience Seminar TBA TBA TBA Green 
•SOW 4510 and S~W 4522 are to be taken concurrently. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BUL 3112 71 3 Business Law I T 1800-2050 B251 Chambers 
ECP 4703 71 3 Managerial Economics M 1800-2050 B251 Staff 
MAN 3504 71 3 Business Operations Mgmt. R 1800-2050 B251 Staff 
MAN 4722 71 4 Decision Systems Analysis w 1800-2050 B251 Staff 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDE 3943 71 3 Elem. Sch. Stu. Tchg-Blk B MTWR 0800-1150 In Sch Miller 
EDE 4937 71 3 Drug Abuse Education M 1800-2050 B218 Armstrong 
LAE 3414 71 4 Literature for Children M 0900-1250 B251 Miller 
MAE· 3311 71 3 Math Pgms. in Elem. School T 1300-1550 B251 Brumbaugh 
RED 3310 71 3 Reading in Elem. School R 1300-1550 B251 Miller 
SCE 3310 71 3 Teaching Science Elem. Sch. M 1300-1550 B251 Staff 
SSE 3312 71 3 Tchg. Soc. Sci. Elem. Sch. · w 1300-1550 B251 Green 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
CES 6218 TV 79 ·3 Structural Stability TBA TBA C209/Mel Carroll 
ECM 5235 TV 79 3 Anal. Methods in Engineering TBA TBA 'C209/Mel Klee 
EEL 5937 TV 7, 3 Spec. Topics: Fiber Optics TBA TBA C209/Mel Staff · 
EEL 6502 TV 79 3 Digital Proc. Signals II TBA TBA C209/Mel Simons 
EEL 6504 TV 79 3 Communication Systems Design TBA TBA C209/Mel Harris 
EEL 6561 TV 79 3 Fourier Optics TBA TBA C209/Mel Phillips 
EEL 6671 TV 79 3 Optimal Control Systems TBA TBA C209/Mel Harris 
EEL 6717 TV 79 3 Digital Com~uter Systems TBA TBA. C209/01el Patz 
EIN 5117 TV 79 4 Mgmt. Info. Systems I TBA TBA C209/Mel Hosni 
EIN 6140 TV 79 3 Project Engineering TBA TBA C209/Mel Doering 
EML 5609 TV 79 4 Environmental Thermodyn TBA TBA C209/Mel Bishop 
EML 6279 TV 79 3 Syn. Planar Mechanisms TBA · TBA C209/Mel Nuckolls 
ENU 4103 TV 79 4 - Nuclear Engineering TBA TBA C209/Mel Hosler 
ENV 6106 TV 79 3 Atmospheric Pollution Control TBA TBA C209/Mel Cooper 
ESI 6427 TV 79 4 Non-Linear Programming TBA TBA C209/Mel Linton 
TTE 5204 TV 79 4 Traffic Engineering TBA TBA C209/Mel Staff 
EGN 4814 TV 79 3 Engr. & Technology in History T 1700-195'0 C209 Hartman 
(All Engineering courses listed above are Via TV Tape) 
ETC 4410C 71 4 Structural Design M 2000-2150 B237 Hubler 
w 2000-2250 
ETE 3122C 71 4 Electronics Circuits M 1800-2050 C209 Debo 
72 Lab in Orlando s 1000-1150 EN231 Debo 
73 Lab in Orlando s 1200-1350 EN231 Debo 
ETE . 4650 71 4 Microcomputer Electronics ' w .1800-2150 B207 Lewis 
ETG. 4530 71 4 Strength of Materials MW 1800-1950 B237 Hubler 
ETM 3310 71 4 Applied Fluid Mechanics TR 1800-1950 B237 · Staff 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH 
HSC 4302 71 4 Community & Public Health Serv •. · 1800-2150 B126 Bergner 
OFF CAMPUS CREDIT INSTRUCTION 
Registration for the following off-campus credit courses may be accomplished in the Brevard Campus office during registration o.r 
during · the firs' class meeting. The yellow copy of the completed registration form with a check or money order for full fee 
payment must be mailed or delivered to the Cahsier's Office, Finance & Accounting Division, not later than midnight, Friday, April 
3, 1981. Information on possible teacher certification uses for off-campus credit courses may be obtained from the College of 
Education, telephone 275-2366. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDG 4941 91 2 Direct Field Experience TBA TBA TCCTR Sorg EDG 4941 92 3 Direct Field Experience TBA TBA TCCTR Sorg EDS 5356 91 4 Superv. Prof. Lab Exp. w 1500-1850 TCCTR Miller EVT 3365 93 4 Methods Tchg. Voe. Subj. w 1700-TBA C209 Sorg EVT 3366 93 4 Inst. Matis. Voe. Edu. w 1700-TBA C209 - Sorg EVT 3371 93 4 Essential Tchg. Skills Voe. Ed. w 1700-TBA C209 Sorg EVT 3815 93 3 Mgmt. Voe. Class & Lab w 1700-TBA C209 Sorg 
. EVT 4066 93 4 Principles & Prac. Voe. Edu. w 1700-TBA C209 Sorg' RED 6335 91 3 Reiding in Content Areas T 1700-1950 F206 Chin 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH 
NUR ·3135 91 2 Nursing Seminar Ill w 1700-1850 H205 Gordon NUR 3726C 91 3 Pathophysiology Phy. Assess II M 1700-2150 H219 Chase 
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WW II Danish underground revisited 
UCF police officer reveals his 
role during the Holocaust. . 
Erich Anderson relived the horrors 
of the Holocaust in a speech to the 
ROTC last Thursday. 
Anderson, a UCF police officer, 
spent three years in the Danish 
Underground during World War II. 
He was 13 years old when German 
troops marched into Denmark on April 
9, 1940. 
. Unlike Eastern Eur()pean Jews, 
Danish Jews were not exterminated by 
the Nazis. He explained that the Ger-
mans feared the. Danes would respond 
by sabotaging food and armament sup-
plies produced in Denmark. 
Despite Nazi precautions the Danish 
resistance fighters committed 
thousands of acts of sabotage, accor-
ding . to Anderson. For example, 
underground members hid sugar in 
their knickers and poured it into trains' 
refrigeration units, causing meat to 
spoil. Sugar was also poured into the 
gas tanks of German trucks and tanks .. 
Railroad tracks were destroyed with 
dynamite arid plastic explosives. 
Anderson said that during the Battle of 
the Bulge, Hitler's armored train took 
10 days to get to Denmark because it 
was derailed by Danish saboteurs. 
Anderson said the Danes did 
everything they could to harass the 
Germans. If a Nazi soldier asked him 
for directions, he sent him in the op-
posite direction. He added that Ger-· 
man troops had to march down the 
middle of the road to avoid falling 
flower pots chucked out of upstairs 
apartments. 
Danes associating with Germans 
were not spared: Anderson said Danish 
girls who were caught with enemy 
soldiers were shaved bald, stripped, 
and a red swastika was painted on 
their rear. 
Anderson's father was arrested and 
·. put ii:ito a concentration camp for nine 
months , because he was caught 
distributing illegal newspapers. 
"Two days later they came back for 
me, but I was gone," Anderson said. "I 
was constantly on the go. I stayed with 
friends and people from the 
underground during that time." 
He had another close call while he 
wa~ transporting guns on his bicycle. 
He was stopped by a German soldier, 
who demanded to know what the was 
carrying. Anderson confessed that he 
had a machine gun ·with two bullet 
magazines. The frooper thought he 
was lying and told him to get lost. 
Anderson said .. he was not scared dur-
ing the German occupation. "It was 
only afterwards, when I realized what 
could have happened, that I was 
scared," he said. 
He pointed out that if ~he 11 million 
Jews who died in the Holocaust were 
lined up head to toe, the Hne would go 
halfway around the world. 
,Athletic Authority------------- frompage3 
collegiat~ programs, offering advice 
on the hiring of the football coach, and 
advising the president and the athletic 
director. 
Kennedy said that in addition to 
changing its nan:ie to the Athletic C'am-
mittee, the authority will add the 
following to its job list: promoting an 
understanding of athletic ' programs; 
maintaining ethical conduct of sports; 
approving sports schedules; awarding 
letters or trophies; and determining the 
r 
eligibility of athletes. 
· "The ethics committee of the 
Athletic Authority will go into action if 
it is . given ·allegations concerning 
athletic activities," Kenr,iedy said. 
He said the NCAA sets rules for a stu-
dent's eligibility to participate in inter-
collegiate sports, but that the universi- . 
ty may set additional standards. 
Dr. Richard Crepeau, chairman of 
the Athletic Authority subcommittee 
chos.en to develop student-athlete 
LAMBDA 
cn1 ·· 
ALPHA 
EXTENDS IT'S BEST WISHES 
TO TREY BAKER 
AND THE 
UCF WRESTLERS 
. ATTHE 
NATIONAL MEET 
IN CALIFORNIA 
GO KNIGHTS: 
eligibility guidelines, said UCF's 
eligbility rules have never been well,. 
defined. · 
"The NCAA ground rules are vaguer 
because every area is left open to dif-
ferent interpretations," Crepeau said. 
"The Sunshine State Conference hasn't 
developed any eligibility rules." 
Crepeau continued. "It's determined 
on the basis of the GP A and if the 
athlete is making academic progress 
toward graduation. We also have to 
ask what we expect for the eligibility of 
students transferring from a junior col-
lege or a high school." 
Until this quarter, UCF athletes were 
ineligible to compete if they were 
determined to Be ineligible as students. 
"But eligibility has many facets," 
Kennedy said the lo~est required · 
GPA for a first-term, freshman athlete 
has been 1.6 and as the athlete moves . 
into the upper-class standing his GP A 
should be at the 2.0 level. 
, ,, 
Country Florist and Antique Shop· 
OFFERING.A 10% DISCOUNT 
1 
,~ 
TO ALL STUDENTS ~r~ . 
WEEKLY SPECIAL ~--c~~ 
ONE DOZEN CARNATIONS $7.95 ~ 
CASH & CARRY (NO DISCOUNT ON THIS ONEil 
Wedding Speeial 889.9S Complete 
Univer~ity Square .677-1579 . l5A & Universit}°Blvd.,. 
· · OYSTERBAR 
ONE DOZEN OYSTERS $1.99 
(RAW OR STEAMED) 
l>A-BST 3 FOR $1.0~ 
4:00 P .M. TO 11 :00 P .M. 
EVERY NIGHT 
CANOPY GARDENS 
ACROSS FROM UCF 
273-4530 
TIRED OF HIGH ALBUM PRICES? 
LP'S $1.00 AND UP 
THE RECORD BIN 
. . 
.NEW & USED ALBUMS 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 
FREE 45 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE 
BUY• SELL• TRADE 
282-0255 185A S. SEMORAN 
1 BLOCK N. OF E/W EXPRESSWAY 
IN PANTRY PRIDE SHPG. CENTER 
(OPEN 1-6 MON.-SAJ.) 
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Exceptions made to enrollment cap · 
There will be a limited number of students admitted to UCF this spring 
despite the enrollment cap, said John Bolte, associate vice president for 
Academic Affairs. 
.. It is ·difficult to predict at this time the total number of spring quarter 
exceptions, but it will pe·a small number," he said. 
Applications for spring quarter have been denied in great numbers since 
the January announcement that UCF will accept no more spring ap-
plic~nts . ' 
By ·late February, about 15 spring admissions ha~ been approved. 
Students ·denied admission are able to appeal the d~ni~l. Appeals are 
referred to a subcommittee of the University Admissions and Standards 
Committee for review. Thirty to 40 requests are currently under review, 
Bolte said. 
Exceptions are being made for students who are out for only the· winter 
term, and who are eligible to graduate before the · sta.rt of the semester 
system in August, Bolte said. 
Some teachers who must complete courses by June 30 or .lose their 
teiiching certification will be permitted to enroll. 
The current enrollment freeze will not affect the fall term, and fall ap-
plications will be processed in the normal ma-~mer, Bolte said. 
Survey-------------frompage3 
cause security problems. McCray said 
that is one of the major considerations 
in forming a new policy. 
The University of Florida has had a 
24-hour visitation since about 1975. U 
of F Housing Director James Grim~ 
said it has not caused problems, but he 
added, "We've ta!<el!._St~s to see that it 
doesn't." He said dorms are locked at' 
midnight and only residents have keys. 
Students are paid to patrol the dorms 
at night to· make sure doors are locked 
and to be available if trouble occurs. 
SONNY'S HARDWARE 
GRAND OPENING 
-.MARCH 7, 1981 . 
STOP IN & R.EOISTER FOR CRAND OPENING PRIZES 
Cut Class 
·. '1r --------,-----·---~ I . -r-•------
• :~ , ,. < :ll I I I I 
I -~~:: I I I I 
I · , . I I I I 
I J I I . I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I ·1 
I .I I I I 
I Traditional I Colorado I Seahawk I Classic .• 
·---~-----·.--------·-.·---------·--------.J I . I · I
I I 1 · . I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I · 1 I I I 
I Starlight I Bouquet I Petite · I Unique I 
-------~~J-----~--.J.;. ________ , _______ _ 
All Next Week 
Pick your favorite ArtCarved class ring. C ut it out. 
Keep it with you fo r a while . Get an idea what it's 
like to own the ring that says, "I did it!" . 
Then, next week, have the genuine article fitted 
by. the ArrCarved. representative visiting campus. 
For one week only. you'll have our newesi: selection 
of ring styles to choose from - anJ a specialise 
who will make sure the fit is perfect. Plu , there 
will be some increJible ArtCarved offers to cut the 
cost of your class ri!"'g . . . 
CUT your ties with the past during our "Great 
Ring Exchange!" T rading your ol:i lOK gold high 
school ring for a new ArtCarved college ring could 
save you as much as S8fi. . 
CUT the cost of a traditional or concempora1y 
Siladium ring to just$ 79.!f:l- a special ArtCarved 
"Ring Week" discount u~ to $20. 
CUT a smashing figure with a women's class ring 
from our exciting new "Designer Diamond Collec-
tion ." 
Any way you cut it, next week 1s the besc week to selecc your ArrCarved class ring! 
~~, JIRT(ARVED ~~ \(JOLLEGE RINGS 
... SYMBOLIZING YOUR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE. 
·MARCH 10-13 STUDENT CENTER 
Deposit required . MasterCharge or VISA accepted . © Art CarvcJ College Rings 
Judicial board to set rules 
governing d-orm residents 
A new judicial board comprised ot 
dorm residents will be enforcing 
penalties for violations of dormatory 
rules early next quarter. 
Board members met this week to 
establish what violations they · want 
jurisdiction over, as well as determine 
types of pena_lties. 
Board member George Chandler 
said the board wants to handle 
violations concerning fire safety, 
disorderly conduct, vandalism and lit-
tering. "We want first qption on every 
case,' ' he said. 
Hou'sing Director Chris McCray said 
he wants the residents to be responsible 
for their o~n discipline as long as they 
handle cases respo.nsibly. Chandler 
said the judicial boar.cl will pass 
criminal offenses on to the ad-
ministration, as well as cases in which 
board members might disagree on 
discipline. 
"Alcohol is one example," he said. 
"If a resident was caught drinking a 
beer outside we wouldn't consider that 
a problem, but it's against the rules, so 
we'd pass it on." 
Chandler and McCray agree that 
most rules are based on common 
decency, and most problems- are han-
dled by the individ.uals concerned. Ob- . 
serving quiet hours is one example, 
Chandler said. 
If the judical board must act o~ a 
case, penalties will probably range 
: from oral reprimand to fines. "I 
couldn't see fining anyone more than 
about $10 or $20," Chandler said. 
Chandler said the right to fine 
students must be approved by Univer-
, sity President Trevor Colboum. All 
fines will go into a fund for dorm ac-
tivities and improvements. 
McCray and C. W. Brown, the dean 
of students, will.monitor the actions of 
the judicial board. They have the 
authority to amend or overturn the 
board's decisioris. 
-Business Day----- from pages 
Sen. Matt Weber, who agreed with to the event to buy supplies. 
McComber, added that the Business Student Body President James Blount 
College and business clubs should pay favored the bill ... Bµsiness Day reaches 
the entire cost and charge admission to out tp more students than anything. 
:r:egain the money spent. _ Student Government has done," he 
The bill's sponsor, Sen. David said. "It's a means of returning funds 
Mosher, said an admission charge to students whose money is used by 
.would not provide money needecf prior Student Government." · 
Ready for Mt. St. Helens, 
. Hurricane Allen, Love Canal. 
Red Cross: Ready for a new century. APub•"t;;~·~.~;'.':"C::\ m!] 
50¢. OFF 
ANY RECORD OR TAPE 
(WITH THIS AD) 
EXPIRES: APRIL 10, 1981 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE . 677-REEF 
~------~----------------------~ 
LOUNGE and 
PACKAGE STORE 
''Popu~ar Priced Drinks'' · 
LARGE SELECTION 
IMPORTED & DOMESTIC 
WINES & BE~RS 
•Dance to your favorite music 
.• ~40 toot Conversation Bar · 
OPEN. 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Sun.-Wed. from 11'till12 
Thurs.-Sat. from 11 'till 12 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 
CORNER OF GOLDENROD & UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
678-0882 
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It's even easier than flunking out. And a lot more socially a_cceptable, too . 
. Especially now, when you can get up to 30% off our already low round trip fares. The dis-
count is good between almost two dozen Flor- 1-----------·---~-----1 
· ida cities and tourist centers~ · I · Intrastate I 
S th• k d h f b Regular Round Trip 0 IS wee en ' ave some un: gra a I Orlando to: Depart Arrive One Way Excursion I 
few friends, climb aboard Ariitrak and explore I 'Ihmpa 8:5o AM 11 :15 AM $10.05 $14.50 I· I 2:50 PM 4:55 PM I 
some of Florida's fun· spots, or visjt the folks. I Jackson ville 12 .. 30 PM 4:oo PM $16.oo $22.50 I 
7:20 PM 10:55 PM We'll give you a comfortabie seat, lots of I Miami 8:5o AM 2:31 PM .$29.oo $41.00 I 
room to stretch, snacks right nearby and a fare I NOTE: Fa res and schedules are subject to change. Call your trauel agent or I 
that won't take a bite out of your budget. . I :u:1f1~'b~!{:.O~?~r~1~~1 Pasr~ictions on special ex cursion fares . S eruice also I 
Call your travel agent or Amtrak. ' · L __ ~ _________________ _J 
Because with this special money-saving. deal, even your parents will agree: it pays 
to .leave school. · 
~ Amtrak J 
Amtrak Station, 1400 Sligh Blvd. , Orlando. Call 843-8460/ Amtrak Station, 
150 W. Morse Blvd., Winter Park. Call toll free 800-342-2520. 
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Commuter college would suffer most under block tuition 
by Dana Treen 
Future staff " 
The Board of Regents' proposed 
block tuition plan will benefit larger 
state universities, while commuter 
schools such as UCF and the Unviersi-
ty of South Florida will suffer, accor-
ding to Student Body President James 
B,lount. 
· Block tuition is a restructured fee 
system recommended by the -BOR . to 
the state legislature. It will give univer-
sities the option of setting tuition fees 
at one level so that all students pay one 
rate, r~gardless of the number of hours 
they take. -
For example, if the block tuition was 
Motivatin' 
Motion 
Dick Milhan, professional 
speaker on goal development, 
displays his advice to formulate 
what you want to be, and then to 
become it. Milhan ·appeared 
before . a Motivational Com-
munications course asserting, 
"Find a word that best describes 
you, and that's the pattern you 
will follow." 
Tracy Phelps/Future 
· set at 12 hours and a student· only 
wanted to take' four hours of classes, 
that student would still be assessed ~ 
12-hour fee. 
According to Blount, UCF has a 
large population of part-time students 
who would be priced out of classes by 
the tuition plan. 
UCF students take an average of 
nine to ten hours. While block tuition 
can benefit some students because they 
can take any number of hours for one 
fee, a large p~oportion of them would 
be paying fo:r: hours they were-not tak-
ing, he said. 
The BOR did not stipulate the 
number of hours that the fee would be 
set . at, leaving that up to each in-
dividual institution. 
"That -would create utter chaos," 
·CONGRATULATIONS 
TO ALL SORORITIES 
ON ALL OF THEIR A WARDS 
AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
ESPECIALLY KAPPA DELTA 
FOR ACHIEVING 
SORORITY OF TJIE YEAR 
'THE SISTERS & PLEDGES OF 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
' . 
Blount said, by stripping the university U ' of F administration endorses the 
system of a uniform fee system and block plan because "almost all of our 
creating competition among schools. students take· _between 12 and 18 
"It's not fair to the students to have hours." . 
to pick one university over another Harris said H• • ~iJl . bene.f i~ -poth 
because tuition fees are different," students and admirii~trators b.~eause 
Blount said. He explained that he feels the fee for classes will be· known'in ad-
students should have an equal oppor- vance. Block tuition ~ facil.itate 
tunity to attend any school in the rapid delivery of fiP,ancial ~'ii:l·c}.l.~cks 
system. to students and all~w t~em to take· '*"= 
USF Controll~r Eric Walden said, tra hours they otherwise might not 
"It would seriously affect USF because 'take because of cost. 
a large percentage of our stud~nts take Blount said the block plan- will 
classes part time." eliminate new billings and refunds due 
Block tuition will benefit universities to - student schedul~ changes during 
with large resident stude~\ pop_ula- add-drop. It will also reduce the 
tions, Walden saicl. · amount of paperwork at registration 
Mike Ha'rris, assistant to the' vice ten-fold, he said. 
presid~nt for administrative affairs at Nonetheless, Blount asserts,."It's just· 
. the University of Florida, said that the not fair to the students." 
._c,• ~·~ O~t;c;,O .. BEER & POP :..~·... STOP 
11815 E. COLONIAL DR. 
282-2485 
OPEN 10-7 -MONM ·SAT. 
. 93 BRANDS OF BEER 
e s-4 IMPORTE.D BEER$ e 
•••SPECIAL···--------• 
• MILLER 1--E.,.._. C.....___OL_ON_IAL _ 
l I BEER&-+~ ,.. ! $2.29 ; POP STOP * ~ 
~ I · TU.F _ 
I 6 PACK-12 OZ.BOTTLES I ~ 
I WITHTHISAD I Nl ~ 
1 EXPR1Es: 3112111 1 I u.c.F. I 
·------------------------· 
START LOOKING GOOD! SOFT CONTACTS 
SALE ENDS 
MARCH 31, 1981! $69 BAUSCH & LOMB OR 
-AMSOFT SOFT LENSES 
INCLUDES "EYETRY" 30 DAY TRIAL-PLAN 
Try our soft contact lenses for 30 days, and if not completely satisfied,_ return them for a full refund 
on the cost of the len~es. Contact lens prices do not include eye examinations. 
1831 E. COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO 
-
v~ · 
COMPUTERIZED EYE 
EXAMINATIONS 
896-2171 
MON. THRU FRI. 9:30-5:30 
SATURDAY 9:00-1:00 
•• 
EDWARD 0. WOOD, JR. 
OPTICIAN 
DR. ALLEN I. SOBEL 
OPTOMETRIST 
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College Republican claims campus · liberals losing ground 
by Mike Griffin 
Future staff 
UCF students are leaning away from 
the political left and toward more con-
servative views according to Gerry 
York, president of UCF' s College 
Republicans. 
"Students have wised up to the f~ct 
that liberalism is very unhealthy," he 
stated ... The student mobs of the '60s 
are gone and the liberal agenda has 
just about disappeared with them." 
According to a student goverment 
straw poll taken before the last 
presidential ·election, 46 percent of the 
students at UCF supported Ronald 
Reagan for president. Jimmy Carter 
won 40 percent, and I 0 percent said 
they were going to vote for John Ander-
son. 
York said he believes that evidence 
substantiates his claim. He said, "For a 
candidate as conservative as Reagan to 
pull a majority is proof enough that 
students are more COI)Servative." 
Softball - -----..... frompageI 
17 women trying out for the team. 
The financial state of the athletic 
department was also a major factor in 
the decision. According to Pennick, a 
men's sport will also be dropped by 
next year in order to help limit depar-
t~ent expenses. 
Goldsby said that in compar-ing 
funds generated by women's softball to 
its cost, that sport "was most likely" to 
be cut. 
While Goldsby could not estimate 
the savings provided in cutting 
women's ,softball, he did say "The 
monetary n~d of $50,000 is far 
greater than the softball team will off-
set." . 
. According to Goldsby, this is one of 
several efforts the department is mak-
ing to cut corner~. He said the limits on 
student enrollment and a I 7 percent 
inflation rate have hurt the department 
finances. 
The athletic d~partment is largely · 
funded by the activity and service fee 
charge paid by all students as a part of 
their tuition. 
According to Pennick, "Non.e of our 
decisions were good ones. There were 
no good options. We talked about the 
feelings of the players, but after we 
considered everything there were just 
more disadvantages th~n advantages 
to having a program this year.'·' 
Pennick said that ci-ll financial aid 
commitments made to players will be 
honored. 
·Graduation 
Chandler called this year's decision 
unfair and stated that the ceremony is 
necessary as a matter of principle for 
graduating senior. He said that most of 
the students view the ceremony as the 
culmination to their academic career 
and added that it" has "internal value" 
that is "non-measurable." 
Chandler also said that although he 
and others feel the uniyersity s.hould 
pay for such a ceremony, most of the 
students he talked to said they would 
be willing to pay a graduation fee, 
similar to what they did uport gradua-
tion from high school. 
WOMEN ADVERTISE FREE 
Meet MANY single, divo~, widowed and separated men and women w.ho 
a.re actively searching for that special some-0ce._ Ad,·ertlse with pktures and 
details 'about you and what type of pe~()n you are seeking in the Central 
Florida weekly newsletter SINGLE SCE~fE. 
Yo ur ad will cons i s~ of a 4 x 4 in.ch or smaller c1,.1 lor picrnre uf yuu rself 
along ~ith your Name . Age t;i;,:.;sc be at i~a:;t 
l8l _ _ -· Heighr __ , Weight_. C0!0r h:.ii r . C)ll'r 
eyes __ . R.1ce __ . Reii~ion . \-fa.r!tal sr3.ms __ _ 
Children 1f any (include ages an d sex) - Occupation __ 
Educatiooallevel arta ined . Town \\·here y·Ju live ___ _ 
Any special i:itere~ts or hobbies _________ _ 
--------------------~· and very 
important in your ~wn words - What kind 0f man or woman yvu ::.re 
looking for ___________________ _ 
At tt:.e end of the ad you can give either )OUr telephone number and time (o 
call, }Our !lddress or we wiU give you a number su'h as Al and all replies sent 
fn to us will be forwarded directly 'to yo~ !!rid you c11n remain anonymous. 
You can stop or change Joor ad at any time. We do not match men and 
women, evaluate them or guarantee res.ults. It is up to the customer t~ 
contact those men and "omen you are interested in and if you don't succeed 
the first time, try again! 
Men pay 525 for adnrtising and receiving ~he SI.NG LE SCENE newsletter for 
ten weeks. WOMEN AD\.ERTISE FR.EE 
Phou~ (305) 273--1128 from 5 pm to midnight e"'ef!-day or write to: 
FOXY LADY DA TING SERVI.CE 
P.O. Box 4952 
Aloma Branch 
Winter Park, FL 32793 
for appllcallon 
A survey conducted by the Universi-
ty of California at Los Angeles sup-
ports York's claim on a national level. 
The UGLA poll, released in 
February, surveyed almost 300,000 
freshmen at 540 colleges. It showed 
that 60 percent of the students describ-
ed their political opinion·s as 
· "middle-of-the-road." That is the 
highest proportio:r:i of self-proclaimed 
moderates found since the survey 
began in the mid-1960s. 
York claims this conservative tide 
helped the College Republicans grow 
into a strong political organization on 
campus. 
He said that while his group has 
flourished at UCF, college democratic 
organizations have "become ·almost 
non-existent." · 
Patti Muse, former president of the 
defunct Young Democrats, said that 
. there really never was an organized 
· democratic movement on the - UCF 
campus. 
Waiting for the -June proceedings is 
in the students' best interests, accor-
ding to J uge, since more time will be 
spent in preparation for the ceremony t 
more people will attend ahd a promi-
nent statewide figure will be asked to 
speak . 
"Basically, all our group consisted of 
was a few people who wanted to pre-
sent a Carter campaign table for the 
election. That was the expressed and 
only reason for forming a Young 
Democrats group," she explained. 
She - said the organization was 
"temporary from the outset and the 
tables came down the day before the 
election.'' 
According to York the . College 
Republicans have been increasingly ac-
tive in recent months. Their. recruit-
ment drive culminated in February 
·with the "Abraham Lincoln Birthday 
Party." Attending were several Florida 
Republican leaders, including Art 
Grindle. Grindle was an unsuccessful 
candidate for the state senate. 
York predicts that the conservative 
swing will be strong in 1982 when 
Florida faces a new round of elections. 
"I think Republicans will work to 
defeat Sen. Lawton Chiles and Gover-
nor Graham,,,. he said. 
from page I 
Associate Dean Frank Juge replied 
that a student donation would not af-
fect the decision. He said cost, which is 
difficult to compute because o~ the 
man-hours involved, is not the primary 
reason for the denial. Dr. Juge said that 
the main concern was with poor stu-
dent participation. 
He feels that this is preferable to a Juge said the demand for a winter 
hastily-arranged endeavor. Juge com- graduation ceremony did not reflect 
mented that even though many the desires of most students. He noted 
students might have moved on to jobs that of the 307 names on the petition, 
elsewhere, the ceremony will be a good - only 261 have applied for March 
time for them to reunite and renew ac- graduation and six were nat everi 
quaintances. enrolled at UCF. 
FIJTIJr..E--
ToP ADVERTISING 
REPRESENTATIVES 
FOR THE MONTH'OF FEBRUARY 
1. LYNN BOWIN· 
2. LIZ O'CONNER 
3. DAVE STROUD 
4. [)AVID HENDERSON 
5. MICHELE DAVIS . 
Total revenue from the accounts 
handled by these reps amounted to over $4,600 
for your campus newspaper. 
L 
~· 
8 p.m~. 
Channel24 
11510 East Colonial Drive 
Orlando, Florida 32817 =- . 211, ..J 
M,r. 23, 25, 30, 
Ap~&,8,13, _20,22,27 
TAPING SESSl.ONS 
FREE AUDIENCE TICKETS 
AVAILABLE AT 
CENTRALIZED SERVICES & 
FASHION SQUARE TICKET AGENCY 
Call 273·2300 for details 
I 
. r--
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· ~niversity of Central florida's 
,:SOUTH· ORI.ANDO ·CAMPUS (S()~f 
!BEGINS DAYTIME COURSES.~REGISTEff. !NOW BY PH_ON{ 
SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK! 
... . . 
Clas.ses begi~ March 30 Fees due April 3, 1981 
;Reg. 
Key :Course ·No. Sec. Hrs. Title 
EDUCATION 
4131 . EVT , 3365 91 4 ·Methods of Teaching in Voed Subjects 
4134 · 'EVT 3366 91 4 Instructional Mat,rials for Voed 
4137 EVT 3371 91 .4 Essential Teaching Skills in Voed 
4140 EVT 3815 91 3· Management of Voed Classroom & Lab 
4143 EVT 4066 91 4 Principals & Practices of Voed 
4146 EVT 5564 91 2 Student Vocational Organizations 
4147 F.V.T 5564 92 3 Student.Vocational Organizations · 
4148 k-:VT 5564 93 4 Student Vocational Organizations 
4149 EVT 6265 91 4 Supervisions in Vocational Education 
Time wise • SOC is closer 
to students in yellow area 
than the main campus is! · 
Consider traffic, 1·4, 
·.E/W Expressway, distance ••• 
e.g. save 10 minutes 
from .Altamonte Springs 
'SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS 
7300 L•ke Ellenor Drive 
. Ph: 855-0881 
/In Orlando Central Park . 
'On South U.S._!_ 441 
Dr, Jl.C.HARDEN, DIRECTOR 1 
~ .. - ~ - ,, ' . 
Textbooks on sale 3130.4/10. 
Day/Time am-pm 
. . 
Mon 5.:Sp 
Mon .S-9p 
Mon 5-9p . 
Mon 5-Sp 
Mon S-9p 
Mon 5-7p 
Mon 5-Sp 
Mon 5-9p 
Wed 5-9p 
: COMPUTER SERVICES .AT SOC: We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main campus. UCF 
students located in SOC's service area are encouraged to use this equipment. · 
*To ensure your place in these co~rses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855-0881) - 10-5 any 
day. You then register for Main 'Campus Courses . at your scheduled appointment time by going to the 
Problem Table. 
Page 13 
. Univer~ity. of Centratflorida's . _ . 
. ·SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPU-S '(SOC) 
offers: 
·'CLASSES for ,FRES'HMAN thru GRADUATE "Students' 
:ro ensure .Yo.ur place In these·cour.ses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855·0881) _- 1· 10·5. any 
day· You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appointment time by going_ to the Prpblem 
. hble. 
SPRING 1981 
Reg. 
~· , . J(ey_ ~ourse· No.. Sec. Hi's. Title l>A VITIM~ am-pm 
----...----ARTS &SCIENCES---------
BIOLOGY 
1146 zoo ·1020 51 3 · Biology of Man (TV Tape) ASC At Student's Convenience 
COMMUNICATIONS 
1179 PUR ·4ooo 51 4 Public Relations -Thr. 6-10p 
1209 SPC 1014 51 3 Fundamentals of Oral Communication Tue 9-12a 
12io SPC 1014 52 3 Fundamentals of Oral Communication Thr 6-9p 
1102 SSI 4155 51 4 Science Fiction & the Social Sciences Tue 6-10p . 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
1232 CAP 3001 51 3 Computer Fundamentals for Business Appl. ' Mon · 7-lOp 
-ENGLISH 
1534 ENC 1103 51 4 . Composition I We~ 6-lOp 
1546 ENC 3352 51 3 Professional Report Writing t Tue 5-lp 
1924 ENC 3352 " 52. 3 Professional Report Writing I Wed 6-9p 
HISTORY 
1577 AMH 3370 51 4 American Econoniic History · Thr 6-10p 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
1624 MAC 1104· 51 4 College Algebra Tue-Thr 6-Bp 
1674 STA 3023 51 4 Fundamentals of Prob. & Statistics Tue-Thr 8-10p 
· POLITICAL SCIENCE 
'1858 POS _ 2041 51 4 American National Government (TV Tape) ASC · At Student's Convenience 
PSYCHOLOGY 
1745 CLP 3143 51 4 Abnormal Psychology Tue I 6-10p 
1769 PSY 2013 51 4 General Psychology Mon 6-10p 
1796 SOP 3742 51 4 Psychology of Women Thr 6-lOp 
SOCIOLOGY 
1890 ·soc 3150: ·51 4 Criminology Wed 6-10p 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
3105 ACC 2324 51 ·3 Financial Accounting II . Mon 6-9p 
3232 BUL 3111 51 ,3 Legal Environment of Business Wed 6-9p 
3204 MAN 3504 51 . i3 Business Operations Management Thr 6-9p 
319~ .MAN 3010 51 3 Management & Organization Behavior Thr 6-9p 
EDUCATION · 
4121 EDE .4937 91 3 Drug Abuse Education Wed 6-9p 
SEE OPPO~ITJ PAGE FOR ADDITIONA\ EDUCATION COURSES 
ENGINEER'"G 
5157 EGN 4814 58 ~ 'Engineering & Technology in History (TV Tape) Mon · 9-12a 
5158 EGN 4814 59 3 Engineering & Techn,logy·in History (TV. Tape) Mon 6-9p 
5164 OCE 1012 51 4 Oceanography & Spa~e Tue 6-lOp 
HEALTH 
6105 HSC 3328 51' 3 U.S. Health Care Syst~'9S Tue 6-9p 
THE ABOVE COURSES FIT INTO YOUR SCHEDULE AS FOLLOW~: : SoUtif ORLANDO CAM~S- i THE ABOVE COURSES FIT INTO YOUR SCHEDUL~ AS FOLLOWS: 
~ 7300 Lak•EQew Drtve Basic Envitonmentals AdYlnctd Envlrom:nentals 
Re_quired For Approved Envlronmentals ,Ph . ...-oaa1 ·· For E!eryone For Everyone · 
Business Majors For Business Maiors l~lP:.1rll R£QUIRED: ~n South U.S, 441 
ACC2324 EDUC: EDE 4937 j0r~ R.CJIARHN~ DIRECTOR ENC 1103 AMH3370 ENC3352 
BUL3111 ,ENGR: .EGN 4814 .SPC1014 BUL3111 HSC3328 
CAP3001 HLTH: HSC 3328 ___ .,. _ ,.. ·~ - DESIRABLE: . CAP3001 PUR4000 
ENC3352 SS: CLP3l43 .... ~. ·N AMH3370 CLP3143 SOC3150 MAC1104 PUR4000 + . 50. ' EDE4937 . SOP3742 . MAC1104 SOC3150 EGN4814 SSl4155' MAN 3010 OCE1012 MAN3504 SOP3742 
SPC 1014 SSl4155~ POS2041 PSY2013 STA3023 ' zoo 1020 
- -·- ·-- . - -
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Tennessee. Williams. to appear at UCF 
by Judy Wall 
Future staff 
Tennessee Williams, American 
playwright, novelist and poet, will be 
making a personal· appearance in the 
UCF Student Center Assembly Room 
on Monday from IO a.m. to l 2 p.m. 
Williams will participate in a 
question and ansyver session with area 
professionals who have been involved 
with the Ten~essee Wi,lliams Theater 
Festival. .The forum is free and open to 
the public .. 
Moderatjng the UCF forum will be 
Dr. Harry Smith of the Theater Depar-
tment who said, "Mr. Williams is 
· probably the most important person 
ever to visit this campus." 
Life off campus 
Negotiations to bring Williams to 
Orlando were started over a year ago 
by the Council of Arts and · Sciences. 
Council member Erin Miner said the 
Williams festival stemmed from the 
"basic ·idea to honor an American-
.playwright· and to promote-the interest 
in the arts." 
Miner said: "The festival seemed to 
be a way to get all th~ th~aters in the· 
area to work toge~her on a single · 
project. Also, honoring Tennessee 
Williams would create a public · in-
terest in the arts by encouraging com-
munity invol~ement. 
"The Williams festival is the cake, 
and Mr. Williams' appearance will be 
the icing." 
It was suggested tp select a Florida 
playwright, namely Williams, who 
now resides in Key West. Miner said 
the negotiations went through 
Williams' agent in New York and that 
a confirmation of his appearances was 
not received until about a month ago. 
As part of th.e festival. local theaters 
will be presenting plays by Williams 
during March and April. There w'ill 
also be several showings of films that 
have been adapte~ from his plays and 
several. · symposiums concerning 
Williams' works have been scheduled. 
All of the symposiums are free and 
open to the public. Williams will be 
making personal appearances also at 
S~minole Community College March 8 
and Edyth Bush Theater M_arch 9 . 
Instructors showing off the best in the 'biz' 
Accounting 
instructor. reels 
in the classics 
by David Wilson 
Future St.ft 
Ron Estrada, an accounting instruc-
. tor at UCF's South Orlando Campus 
a~d owner of the Conway Cinema 
Tavern, is taking a big · gamble by 
showing old movie classics on weekend 
matinees. 
"Everyone said. I was crazy for . 
showing these old classics, but I wan-. 
ted to give the people something they 
couldn't see anywhere else," Estrada 
said. 
The Conway Cinema Tavern shows 
classics on Saturday and Sunday at 4. 
p.m. 
Vintage films, such as "Dr. · 
Zhivago," "Gone with the Wind," and 
"Casablanca" have been shown ·and 
· attendance has been very enco~raging', . 
according to Estrada. 
Estrada said one couple drove al1 the 
way from Lak~land to see "Casablan-
ca." 
"Since the classics are only shown· 
twice a week, attendance must be very 
-good to recover the high costs of tran-
spo~ta tion and-film rental,';-EStrada said 
said. 
The Conway Cinema Tavern began 
showing the classics to "bring in 
people who would not usually come to 
this type of theater," Estrada said. 
Frances Johnson with two of the 
dogs. Klown and Karavan. 
Johnson's 
'dog-gone' 
Klan 
good 
• IS 
Frances Johnson, as.sistant professor of communica tions, 
leads a double life as a speech instructor at UCF and a dog 
trainer_ who is know.i: throughout ~forth America. ' 
.With her husband, Boyd, Johnson trains and shows dogs as 
a hobby. Johnson said that they got sta rted back in 1973 J when their Toy Silky, Kl own , went to obedience school.- He 
did so well that they were en courged to show him in. the 
obedience ca tegory. Klown won the competition and thi s 
spurred their interest in entering him in other competitions. 
The Johnsons showed their G rea t Dane, King. Before they 
knew it, they had acquired a dozen dogs and were training 
a II of them. 
The couple ca lls their home Kamelot, and all of their dogs 
nam es beg in w ith a " K. " Even their license pla te ca rries the 
lette rs " KLOWN. " , 
Mrs. Johnson sa id tra ining dogs builds a much closer 
relationship between the clog trai ner than most people 
rea li ze. She sa id: " We try to pa r ticipa te in a ll fa cets of dog 
tra ini ng. All the thi ngs tha t dogs do na turall y. ·· 
"Amer ica ns gene·ra lly don' t encourage their pets to usC' 
their na tu ra l instin cts. -All owing them to do so ma kes for a 
rewa rding expe rience . Dogs enjoy tracking, coursing, .her-
ding a nd do ing what comes natura ll ." 
Klown has the disti nct ion-of be ing the most titl ed Toy 
Silky know n. He holds the cha mpion titl e for his breed in 
Ca nada , Mexico , Puerto Rico and the Dominica n Republ ic.-
Klown has also been in several commercials, three or four 
TracyPhelps/Future thC'atrica l productfons a nd a motivatic>nal film made by a 
. . . Chicago pharmaceutical company. " Hjs favorite role was 
prize wmnmg playing Toto in the "Wizard of Oz," she said. · 
'·Tempest' guaranteed t~ stir the senses 
by Kathleen G. Foronda , island to-carry ou't his scheme. 
Entert.lnrmlntedltor Jim Sayers (Prospero) seems unsure of himself and 
The University Theatre's ·production of William sometimes uncomfortable in his portrayal 9f the powerful, 
Shakespeare's "Tempest" is a sensuous e_xperience, lending decisive magician. Sayers' gestures are weak and sometimes 
fantastic lighting and ·sound effects that literally "save the used improperly as he moves unnecessarily from platform to 
show" (with the exception of a few fine characterizations). platform, mimicking a wind-up toy. Hence, he loses the iri-
Although he expected an older 
audience to s~ the shows Estrada said 
that many younger · movie buffs have 
Joseph lppolito's set design of loosely webbed rope and .tensity needed in many of his Jines. 
boarded platforms aptly gives the impression of a floun- Jeff . Dannels (the - jester, Trinculo) and Harrison 
dering ship at sea and then the· eeriness of a "fantasy island." Mc.Laughlin (Sebastia~) have manv show-stealing scenes, but 
To complement ;uch a set are the lighting and sound unfortuna~ely the audience rarely catches the humor because 
been attending. 
The ' 1Maltese Fal.con" and the 
original version of "King Kong" are 
scheduled for the upcoming weekends. 
Estrada said television does not cut 
into his classics' audienc.e because 
"You can't beat seeing a film on the 
big screen without interruptions.'.' 
Current tea ture tilms are also shown 
. seven days a week at the Tavern. 
"We think our place has the best of 
everything," Estrada said, ''even the 
best-looking waitresses." 
d · f T M ff tt d T F k 1 B th ff the two either speak too fast or do not project enough in es1gns o om o e an racy ren e . o e ects are th . t d h 
ll · eel f h h d d 1. h . f h h --~ir ges ure~ an speec . we hm or t e t un er-an 1g tnmg parts o t e s ow. J. G 1 cl (A . I) M S · (C rt 'b ) d s tt Costuming by Mary Ippolito enhances the visual effects im ay or ne . , arcus i~o a i an an co 
especl.ally i'n th t d · f th · 't d 1 ' Taylor (Stephano) deliver outstanding performances as the e cos ume es1gns o e spin s an s ave- . . d cl k cl f h . 
savage C 1·b n 1 head spmt, savage, an run ar o t is story. 
Direct:r 
1A~n~ Wei ch h h 't bl . t b t h t Gaylord is most convincing as the graceful and freedom-
s as c osen a su1 a e cas u w a . . . G I d' fl 'd d · 
makes Some Of th t . k · th l k f h t yearning sp1nt. ay or s m movements an voice never e ac mg wea is e ac o c arac er · h . . 
development-so important jn this comedy. f~lt~r a~ t at _charmingly sly aide to Prospero. . 
· The tale involves an exiled duke's (Prospero) plan to punish S1go . and Taylor work wel.l toge~her as two-thirds .of the 
his enemies and win ba.ck his title and estate from his con- comedic team (the other third bemg Dannels) plottmg ~o 
niving·brother (Antonio). With sorcery and the ~id of a spirit ~sur~ Prospero and take ~omman.d of the island. Sigo s 
(Ariel), Prospero shipwrecks the intentioned party onto his irascible savage and Taylors te~tering drunk are a treat to 
watch. 
-
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Mentalist astonishes UCF students 
by Lee Elliott 
Future staff 
Mentalist Gil Eagles is a master of 
(extra)--sensory perception. In his 
Monday night show at the Student 
Center, Ei'.igles demonstrated the 
power of persuasion to a small but .en-
thralled audience. 
Like a seasoned Catskill performer 
(which he is), he quickly established a · 
strong rapport with the audience. They 
became alert, lively, and eager to 
cooperate. 
For the mind reading segment of the 
show, volunteers taped silver dollars 
over his closed eyes, and securely .taped 
a leather blindfold to his eyes and most 
predictions," he said. "Anyone can 
make an accurate prediction, given 
statistics and probability.'' 
His response to career q\lestions . and · 
his later lecture on hypnosis and seif-
hypnosis sound like a Dale Carnegie · 
course. Eagles admits his favorite job is 
. conducting self-help seminars for 
businessmen. 
He is a born showman, a 
· of his face. He looked like the 
Unknown Comic or the Invisible Man. 
In addition to the workshops, he has 
spent 18 years astounding crowds on 
the college and nightclub circuit. His 
patter was polished in places like the ' 
Rainbow in New York and lounges .in 
the so-called Borscht Belt of the Cat-
mesmerizing performer in a ll ap-
plications of the word. A perceptive, · 
shrewd man who knows how to apply 
his observa tions, Eagles deftly ·worked 
the crowd. Seei'ng the tiny gathering, 
he quipped, "We must be murdering 
Disney land tonight." 
Pam Glmson/Future 
Eagles reaches in the bowl for 
another mind reading subject. 
.,; 
"Take the paper and pencils you've 
been given and print your name all 
across the top. in largP, bold letters. 
Underneath, write a question, 
something that's on your rpind," he in-
structed. 
· He tossed the papers gently in a bowl 
like a salad chef, selectin·g ones at ran-
dom and rev.ea ling their contents to the 
a udience. 
· Eagles was apparently accurate all 
around , judging by the startled and 
awestruck expressions of those he was 
n;acling. 
skils. 
The talk entertains, relaxes, . and 
distracts the audience from his heavy 
con cent a ti on on non-verba I clues.· 
Even when not mind reading, it 
provide(! some lively Pxchanges. 
"Is y~-~r hushanc.I here?" he asked a 
woman . "Do you fool around?" he 
teased. 
"You ' re the one with ESP!" she Pam Glm1on/Future 
Look into their eyes ... seems like 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~Gil Eagks has put th~e UCF 
One volunteer berated the audience .like a Marine drill sergeant students into a hypnotic .tra~ce. 
whenever they whistled the theme from "Bridge Over the River ·. 
K . ,, wai. 
The questions concerned futures, 
jobs, school, but mostly love. ·"My 
·specialt. ,"he said later. 
He told people nothing they didn't 
already know, concentrating on what 
they wanted to hear. Questions about,, 
careers got a stock response, like this 
exchange with Kris Kovach: 
"Will you be a tilmmaker?" he 
asked, turning her own query back to 
her. 
"Yes," she replied. 
"Then you will. .. I d<'m't make 
re to rtecl. 
With the crowd in a gidcl. mood, he 
switched to a hypnosis· demonstration. , 
AftN relaxing his volunteers, he in-
structed the audience to · provide cer-
tain cues. One volunteer berated the 
audience I ike a Marine drill sergeant 
whenever they whistled the theme 
from "Bridge Over tfie River K wai." 
. The sound of stamping feet sent 
another prepared subject into a crouch 
behind his chair where, as a western 
marshal, he defended his town . 
Presents 
F81DAY MARCli 6 
Free.Admission F9r Ladies All Night 
Drinks 50¢ 8:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m. 
A woman danced happily to "Tea 
for Two " which was· hummed by an 
equally a'bandoned auqience. · 
Whether Eagles· is truly gifted 
beyond normal perception, or has 
trained himself to use the accepted five 
senses to a heighten-ed degree, he is a 
master showman. 
Eagles' performance held a skep~ical 
audience spellbound· for almost three 
hours, surely a considerable feat for 
anv talent. . 
TUESDAY MARcH 10 WEDNESnAv MARCH 11 
Peter Adonis Traveling FantB:~Y Show 
Ladies Night SPIT 
6:15 p·.m.-9.:00 p.m . . 
50¢ Drinks 
. . 
DRINKS $1.00 & $1.50 A:LL NIGKT 
THURSDAY MARCH 12 
U.C.F. NIGHT 
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 
ALL DRINKS FREE 
$3.00 Admission 
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
(Call 295-3751 For Information) 
PRICES ~IA Y CHANGE DUE TO SPECIAL OFFERINGS 
·PROPER DRESS REQUIRED 
(O<IE TO CHANGE IN FLORIDA LAW, YOO MUST BE 19 OR OVER TO A lTEND) 
4315 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
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·At the movies 
'Raging Bull' a punch line in search of a joke 
definitive film so far about men who 
live by the fist. Robert DeNiro. plays 
boxer Jake LaMotta, a man who ap-
parently never made a good decision in 
his life. 
thing he understands. 
When he loses his world champion-
ship title, he turns to the second-best 
profession for the insecure. He 
becomes a stand-up comic in his own 
Director Martin Scorsese is still 
cruising those mean streets in search of 
'inspiration. He's going to show the 
world what it means to be·young, poor 
and Italian-American if he has to 
pummel half. the Screen Actors Guild 
trying. 
"Raging Bull" is peJ;haps the 
His . LaMotta is profane, savage, 
selfish, and painfully insecure. Abuse--
giving it and getting it--is the only 
nightclub. . 
DeNiro's performance is excellent--a 
rare portrayal merciless1y unsym-
pathetic. When his wife Vicky (Kathy 
Moriarty) casually remarks that his 
next opponent is good-looking, he goes 
for the man's face in the ring. His op-
ponent's nose is shattered in some of · 
the goriest, most realistic slow-motion 
footage in film. LaMotta struts away, 
giving Vicky a triumphant look. "He 
ain't pretty no more," joshes a fight 
fan. 
'Altered States' a mind-bending experience But for all DeNiro's talent, the direc-
tion is the success factor in the film. 
Scorsese lingers on the ring and on 
domestic quarrels, while sliding gently 
past landmark events in LaMotta's life. 
His first divorce, his jail sentence, and 
the discord in his family are not essen-
tial. 
Oh, to take a journey through the mind of director Kt~n to his cells, into a proto-human with a prognathous jaw, an 
Russell! This self-proclaimed madman of film must find thc> endocrine imbalance, and the subtle vocal nuance's of a 
medium a poor SL~bstitute for nightn!ares in r£'venling his in- baboon. . 
ner visions. . . The man-ape is in~·redibly well made. His act ions and ap-
It's little wonder· he chose to direct "Altered States" for-it. pParnnce an' neith~-r man nor <HJ(' as hi.' bounds athleticallv 
deals with a man's search for truth through differ'e.~t lev<>ls out of the laboratory and into the s.treets. So convincing is 
of consdousness. · this creature, that thr vi('wer might wonder where Russell 
William Hurt . is convincing as the obsessed academic did his casting. Stalked by wild dogs, the man-ape heads 
seeking the meaning of. life. To him even sex is . not spar<.·d straight for the zoo, where hr kills, feeds, and stretches out to 
religious visions. As his long-suffering wife, Bl~tir Brown slC'('P it off. 
("One Trick Pony") endures his exp<·rinwnt~ with <l strangC' Hurt's nude form is dis<.·~)V<'rc'd in the morning, in a scene 
What really matters in this film is 
the lead's inability to satisfy himself, 
his wife, his fans, and his promoters. · 
This extremely negative view has its 
romantic aspect. The real Jake LaMot-· 
ta was t~chnical adviser for the film. 
If this self-pitying biography is at all 
accurate, he probably gloried in the 
abuse. 
South ~m~rican hallucinogen in an isolation tank. · n'markably like thr ending of the "Invisible Man," whNe 
But one day, as they must com.(' to all protagonists in i\m the strangl'r is revealed as a human after all. 
Russell films, special effects come to our hero. Hurt has This is where the film fails. Jn this one scenf', the effect is 
visions, all familiar elements of l\ussells· p<'rsonal .. lost and the image cheaprned. . 
iconography. Christ in his passion is portrayed .with a muJti- Progressing downward in a psrudo-philosophical spiral 
eyed goat's head,, crosses abound, and his wife is prrsonifird does nothing to recover lo~t ground. Russell's ending is overly 
as a lqathsome lizard. . simplist.ic, even expected. Still, it has a nice touch of the Or-
In the filins' best special effects sequence, Hurt S('C'S his phrus myth when Brown's love for her errant husband 
. nude wife stretched out like the sph.inx, gradually cov('red. brings him back to ea rth . 
The film's end shows a battered and 
obese LaMotta rehearsing his doggerel 
rputines backstage, quoting 
Shakespeare and what could be the 
punch line of the film and his life. He 
quotes Marlon Brando in "On · the 
Waterfront": "I coulda been a con-
tender. .. 'stead of whaH am, a bum ." 
. then eroded b~,· the blasting sands of time. Though the story fails considerably, the fine act ing by all 
. But even these intriguing and orig'inal touches cannot thC' cast, some truly spectacular special effects of lights and 
disguise wha~ the film r-eally is--a remake of the classic Hurt's astotinding metamorphosis, and yet another glimpse 
"transition" horror film. The allegory is just frosting, a into the maelstrom callC'<I Ken Russell,. make this a visual 
gratuity, on this .intelligent and puzzling version of the tn·at not to br missc•d. 
wolfman films . · -
'by Lee Elliott 
Future staff 
?Y Lee Elliott 
Future staff 
Plausibilit~' is lost when Hurt is transformed, right down 
• 
University Theatre 
proudly presents 
Shakespeare's 
The Tempest 
March 6tQ'>7 
in the Science Auditorium 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Students free with U CF ID 
General Admission $3.00 
Restaurant & Lounge 
ll8 W. FAIRBANKS AVE. (W.P.) 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENl' 
Featuring Italian -Continental Cuisine 
LUNCH DINNER 
11 :30-2:30 5:30-1.0:00 
TUES.-FRI. MON.-SAT. 
COLLEGENIGHT-TUESDAY-25¢ DRAFf 
HAPPY HOUR-FRIDAYS-2 FOR 1-5:00-7:00 
ENTERTAINMENT FRI., SAT. &TUES. 
SHADES OF GREY 
Devlin's cute but -no Oscar winner 
Walt Disney brings to audiences its second PG-rated film, "The Devil and Max 
Devlin," a dressed-up effort essentially similar to its past G-rated films. 
The difference here is bigger-name actors and a more aduit premise; no cute . 
dogs or hand.some princes, but a real bum named Max Devlin (Elliot Gould) , 
whose heartlessness and bad deeds earn him a trip to hell after he is hit by a truck. 
In hell Max is confronted by a corporate board chaired by, guess who, slick Bar-
ney Satan (Bill Cosby). Max is offered a deal b¥ which he can have his life restored 
provided he obtains signed contracts from three innocent people who must give up 
their souls. Given magical powers, Max sets out to make these innocents com-
pletely dependent upon him. A singer becomes golden-voiced around him. -A 
"nerd" becomes an expert motocross rider in Max's presence. A young boy wants 
Ma?' t~ marry his widowed mother. . . 
Gould plays a funny role as the put-upon combination of good guy and bad guy. 
Cosby is good but is cast as too much of a heavy for such a light movie. Cosby's 
description of the board members and his self-introduction as "souls production 
manager" was one of the mo.re clever scenes. The best lines were sp.ved for the 
fatherless boy, Toby (Adam Rich) , who is a delightful young actor with a tendency 
to show LIP the all-knowing adults around him. 
A predictable but pleasant film, "The Devil and Max Devljn," is well-
intentioned and geared to a 1.arger-than-typical Disney audience--no cinematic 
triumph, but nice. by Michael Lafferty 
Future staff 
GRAND 0 .PENING PARTY!! 
FRIDAY MARCH 6 e 5 PM TILL ? 
Barbeque Ribs & Chicken. W/Fixings 
All You Can Eat $2.99 
Entertainment By Loyd Gibbens Band 
ONE FREE BEER W/PURCHASE OF TICKET 
BEER 3 GLASSES FOR $1.00 
CANOPY GARDENS 
, ACROSS FROM UCF 
273-4530 
Ready to teach · 
home nursing, first aid, 
parenting, child care, 
water safety, CPR. · 
Red Cross: 
Ready for a new century. 
PARK AVENUE 
HAIR. DESIGNERS 
HAIRCUTS Ltd. 
·with this ad • ••••• $ 9 
Official Silon for 
!Wiss Orl1ndo Be1uty 
Pag11nt 
532 S. Park Ave. 
MON.-SAT. 10-6 
SASSOON 
TRAINED 
STYLISTS 
f :or AJlJlOint111r'11t call 
645-3665 
free Parking in Rear 
-
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UCF musiciClns stage pleasa~t reci~al 
Some stunning music . filled the 
rehearsal ~all Tuesday, as students ·of 
Sabina Micarelli and · Gary Wolf 
demonstrated their talents. 
"This is a mixed group," Micarelli 
said. "Some are beginners and some 
are quite adyanced. Several of the per-
formers play with the Florida Sym-
phony or with a chamber music 
group.'~ 
The concert opened with a debut by 
Leslie Castillo of the "Allegro" from 
~ivaldi's "Violin Concerto in G 
Minor." 
Obviously nervous at the start, 
. Castillo hit several clinkers;' but 
toward the end she played with more 
assurance and tone than might have 
been expected from a first-year stu- · 
dent. Maudrie Fleming provid~d a 
steady piano-accompaniment. 
Yvette Kastor played a movement 
from Handel's "Viola Concerto in B 
Minor." She tied the phrases smoothly 
. into a warm, flowing, melodic line to 
bring out the beauty of the piece. 
Brenda Layman performed the Bach 
"Prelude and Fugue in D Minor," a 
piano solo. Unfortunately, after hurry-
ing her way through the intricate 
prelude and getting off to a good start 
on the fugue, Layman brought the 
piece t,o an abrupt end. 
A firm hand on the bow and an ob-
vious feel · for the music made Lisa 
Devine's playing of Svendson's 
"Romance for Violin" a pleasure to 
hear. Her self-assuran~e made the 
emotional music sing. 
Sahab Sheefer rendered a poised per-
formance, full of enthusiasm and 
movement, of · the "Allegro" from 
Bach's "Cohcerto- in A Minor." At 
times Sheefer' s excitement in his play-
ing caused him to tum his back to the 
audience, which was a little disconcer~ 
ting, but the music proved too strong 
for minor distractions. 
Julie Franus, easily the most 
technically-accomplished violinist of 
the day, caught the roma~tic nature of 
Lalo's "Symphonic Espagnole" 
pe~ectly. She met the demands of 
Spyro Gyra warms with instrumental flair 
The progressive jazz group Spyro 
Gy.r~ pe~formed extremely well on 
Feb. 27--despite the poor acoustics--
rendering tight numbers and soles 
from each member. ' 
Besides the poor acoustics at Stetson 
University's Edmunds Activity Cen-. 
ter(the concert-in-the-gym syndrome), 
another drawback was the opening · 
act. The promoters tried to push a rock 
-group--T~e Rock Lobsters--on a jazz 
crowd. It was· not even a _good rock 
band, anq the crowd gave it a cold 
reception. 
However, Spyro Gyra warmed the 
audience rapidly with its high-energy 
fusion sound. This excellent, ~ix-man 
group from Buffalo, N. Y. is led by Jay 
Beckenstein, saxophone . player and 
chief composer. · 
Other ;nembers of the group are 
Chet Catallo on guitar, Tom Schum(!.n 
on keyboards, Eli Konikoff on drums 
and newly-acquired David Wafford on 
Rod Stewart- rocks with new 
album 'Foolish Behavior' 
bass. 
Drummer Gerardo Velez won the 
· au.dience's · favor with his energetic 
gyrations and ·assorted antics, both on 
stage and off. 
In spite of the acoustics (Beckenstein 
even apologized for the tinny sound) 
. Spyro Gyra put on a splendid show, 
' resulting in three encores. 
by·Chris Gotshall 
Contributing writer 
On the 
Record 
technique and swept the music along 
to a satisfying conclusion. 
The concert ended with a savage per-
formance by Richan;! Branch, of Bar-
· tok' s "Allegro Barbaro" for piano. He 
attacked the piece with fierce energy, . 
in full command of his instrument, and 
turned · the ·complex rhythms ·and 
chord structure into a crowd-pleasing 
finale. 
Special note should be· taken of the 
piano accompaniment ·provided 
throughout by Tim Conyers. Quiet 
when quiet was called for and lyrical 
when needed, his backup of the string 
performers could not be faulted. 
. by Martin MacArthur 
Future staff 
~hoto by Chris.Gotshall 
J~y Beckenstein of Si>yro-Gyra 
jazzing it up on alto sax. 
It is pleasant to hear Rod Stewart's 
latest release, "Foolish Behavior " . 
as it returns to the style and sound th~t 
made him famous. 
good _guitar and rhythm pieces. They 
areby far the high points of the album. 
"Better Off Dead" and "She Don't 
Journey captures 'live' performances on track 
Rod Stewart has stooped low enough 
to release disco albums under a 
rocker's name. From his early days 
with Jeff Beck and later with the Faces, 
Stewart displayed his tal~nts as one of 
tock's finer vocalists. 
Althoug~ a mistake was made when 
the disco tune "Somebody Special" 
was·added to the album, the remainder 
of the release is reminiscent of 
Stewart's earlier days. The title song, 
"Foolish Behavior" and "Give Me 
Wing~" are two excel.lent rockers, 
modeled from Stewart's Faces days. 
Both songs have good lyrics as well as 
Dance ·With Me.,, are· two more of the One of the most energelic and enter-
rockers on the piece. taining albums, released · in .recent 
Stew'!-rt displays so1:11e of his vocal months, is "Captured," the live album 
talent on the love songs, "Oh God, I - by Journey. This album, full of power . 
Wish I Were Home Tonight," "My . and skiH, blends past hits with two new 
Girl" and "Say It Ain't True" . tunes and comes up with an album 
"Passion" comes off . strong at first, comparable to a live performance. 
but becomes less interesting after each Vocalist, Steve Perry, comes on 
playing. "Soon We Change" is a strong on Journey's mellower side with 
pseudo-reggae tune with nothing ex- songs like · "Feeling That Way," 
citing to offer. "Walks Like A Lady" and· "Lovin', 
Oyerall, it is gpod to hear Rod Touchin', Squeezin'." 
Stewart doing rock 'n' roll again. Let's Ori Journey's heavier rock side, 
~ope he keeps it up. guitarist Neai Schon, oisplays his ex-
by Marshall Hamlin pertise on the new song' "Dixie Hi.gh-
FutUre Staff way," as well as the old favorites, 
TRANS 
ATLANTIQUE 
APPEARING 
FRIDAY & SATURDA.Y 
"Where Were You," "Wh~el in The 
Sky" and "Any Way You Want It." 
Journey is one of the .finer rock bands 
to emerge, just as "Captured" is one of 
the finer live albums to emerge in rock 
music. 
by Marshall Hamlin 
Future Staff 
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ucF-crew: Sunrise 
, Strokin' 
The women's team lei~urely rows to 
deeper waters to begin ·another 
Coxswain Ruth Anchanan 
shouts instructions to her 
teammates. The UCF Cr~w 
Club is funded partially by· 
SG, but team members pay 
most traveling expenses them-
selves. , 
grueling practice in preparation for 
their first match March 14, in Tampa 
Men's team · captain 
Steven DeZwart bites 
his tongue as he gets 
ready to make another 
stroke. 
A lone oarsman glides silently across Lake Pickett 
at' dawn. The crew teams practice at 6:45 a.m., 
six mornings a week. 
Photos by Brian LaPeter 
0 
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Host regionals tonight 
Knights lose to Southern in tournament 
· by Vince Controneo 
and Ed Worley 
Future Staff 
In the fourth annual Sunshine Conference tourna-
ment finals, Torchy Clark's UCF Knights ran afoul 
"We weren't up for the first nine minutes and we 
looked lethargic," Clark ~aid after the contest. 
"(FSC's) John Ebeling played the best I've ever seen 
him pl~y." 
to break the Moes' stall, and Rossin, Ebron, Cotton 
and Farrell. fouled out. As a result, the Moes went to 
the line eight times in the last 1 :45 and converted 10 
of· 14 freethrows. 
and the Florida Southern Moccasi.)'ls prevailed, Ebeling, the Moes All-American center, was a "We'll never quit,"Clark sa.id. "These guys don't 
know how to quit. Don't worry about us, we'll be 
ready to play Friday night." 
86-77, to win their third-straight crown. domineering factor. He pulled down 16 rebounds and 
UCF reached the finals after squeezing by Biscayne tallied 25 points in the fo:.iale . Ebeling was also nam-
72-68, while Southern· co~sted past Rollins 104-74. . ed the tournament's most-valua~le pl~yer. 
By the end of the first half, Dean Rossin and 
Reuben Cotton had been charged with four fouls 
each. Two other Knights starters~ Jim Beachum and 
Roland Ebron - each picked up three fouls . 
·The Moes led at the half 40-32 and increased their 
lead to 50-35 with 16:54 remaining. Clark turned to 
the press, which enabled the Knights to close the gap 
with 4:35 left. Clark said: "We sa·w what the full-
court press can do for you. Our guys really worked 
their tails off. They came back from nowhere." 
Clark was talking about tonight's South Regional 
Tournament at UCF. Florida Southern (19-8) takes 
on West Georgia (22-4) at 6:30. UCF (22-4) follows 
with their contest against Morehouse College (17-10). 
The Moccasins led 40-21 at one point, due mostly 
to UCF' s poor shooting. The Knights shot below their 
69. 9 season field goal percentage, hitting only 41. 5 
percent of their shots. The Knights hit 13 of 35 shots 
from the floor'in the first half for a 37. ~ perce.ntage. The Knights were forced to play agg~essive defense 
Tickets for the tournament will be on sale at the 
door. General admission tickets are $5 eac.h night 
and $4 with a UCF l.D. Card.· One ticket is good for 
both g~mes tonight. 
Assistant coach helps baseball · team 
· by Vince Gontroneo 
Future Staff 
UCF's baseball team has a new assis-
tant coach, Jose Lopez, a quiet and 
reserved man wbo. is very proud of his 
baseball heritage. 
Lopez said: "I started playing in -the 
amateur leagues ·on. the island (Puerto 
Safe! 
Rico) when I was 14. Here in Orlando I 
helped at clinics for various high 
schools. That's how I met up with 
Coach Moon of UCF. When I was 
playing, a lot of people helped me out, 
so I wanted to give some of it back." 
In addition to being proud of his 
baseball background, · Lopez sp~aks 
highly of the university for a very 
Kevin Mason/Future 
Reggie Arrington Slides safely into third base. 
Arrington currently leads the Knights with three home runs. 
special reason. 
Lopez added: "My · son, Ramon, 
played here at UCF for Jack Sexton. 
Although he died three years ago, he 
always spoke of how good the coach 
and the university treated him. Now I 
feel I owe the ·school something in 
return." 
Head Coach Bill Moon explained 
how he got Lopez to UCF. Moon said: 
"We were looking for someone with 
his abilities and talents to come out 
here. I heard that he wanted to help 
out the prngram here, and since then 
he has been a very loyal and dedicated 
worker." 
Positioned in the fir.st-base coach's 
box, Lopez has specific duties. 
Moon added: "Last year the team 
didn't run that much. The team record 
for stolen bases is 84. Now that I've 
got them running, they've already 
stol'en almost 40 bases and we've 
played only 11 games. This is an 
offense-powered ballclub. They can hit 
and run well." · 
Moon says that Lopez has done a 
fine job with the Knight pitching staff. 
Moon said: "He's worke.d hard at mak-
ing the pitchers work hard. I feel that 
he has gotten them into condition so 
they can handle their duties." 
Lopez considers his ·relationship with 
Moon and the players in a unique way. 
"I think of Bill as my brother and.I . 
have 25 sons i_n these players," Lopez 
explained. 
Moon puts it in his perspective. He 
said: "The players think of. him as a 
father figure. I'm the man 'who makes 
the rules and runs the show. Jose takes 
some of the hard edges off for the team 
and that helps." 
As far as money, Lopez says he can-
not accept any. 
Lopez added: "I can't take moHey 
for something I love so much as 
baseball. If I took money , I wouldn't 
come back." 
UCF has done an excellant job in the 
past week, winning four games in five 
days, giving them a record of 7-4-1. 
Kevl.n Mason/Future 
Jose Lopez · 
The Knights defeated the Sunblazers 
of Florida Intematfonal this past 
weekend, 8-4 and 9-5, defeating FIU 
th1 ee out of four times this year. 
The team experienced a letdown 
<!gainst Furman, losing 9-6 on Sunday. 
They bounced back in grand fashion 
Monday, be::tting the Davidson 
Wildcats 9-5. Reggie Arrington paced 
the way for UCF with two home runs, 
two singles, four runs and three RBis. 
Third baseman Mark Deglomine also 
added a two-run blast for the Knights. 
Tu<>:sc.iay night the Knights defeated 
E'1ansville in Lakeland. Tom Foy 
thrf>w a four-hitter for the Knights; nd 
Butc.:h Round c0ntribu~cd two ~lit::.. 
Today UCF travels to Tinker Field 
for an e~hibition ga~e against the 
Minnesota Twins at 1 :30 p.m. Last 
year the Knights led the major-league 
team for eight innings before Jose 
Morales led the Twins to a come-from-
behind, 5-4 win. 
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_Women's soccer in first yea~ at UCF 
by Ed Worley ."We know where the top players / "Women's , soccer is ready to ex- to hire a women's coach. 
Future staff_ .. 
" are," Rudy said, "but money talks." plode. It's like a big snowball and this However, he and Dang Pibulvech, 
his assistant who has three yea.rs 
coaching experience on the college 
level, say they have the situation under 
control. The men and women goalies · 
will practice together while the rest of 
t)le two teai:ns will ·have sep<!.fate ·prac-
The success ·of UCf's womens' soc-
cer team depends on the financial sup-
port from the administrators, accor-
ding to Coach Jim Rudy. 
The team is one of the better is the first push." 
womens' soccer teams in the south. Rudy's players qre scheduled to. com-
"It depends on what the school 
wants to do with the program,'' Rudy . 
said. "If we get money to recruit and 
travel, we can have a national cham-
pion~hip." 
They split a two-game match with the pete in ·several. games this spring, in- . 
women's amateur state champions and eluding the.first UCF Women's Invita-
lost by one goal to the runner-up. They tional Tournament Wednesday and 
also beat the University of Florida 4-1 Thursday . . This will also be the first 
in an exhibition match last weekend in time they play in front of a . horn\ 
Gainesville. crowd. . 
tice times. · 
Rudy said of th~ 16 players on the 
tea II)., 10 were recruited. The rest are 
walk-ons. Three of the recruits are on 
partial scholarships. 
"Right now, women's soccer is at the 
stage women's volleyball was three 
years ago," Rudy explained. "Every 
major university in the south has a 
club team with the outlook that they 
are g.oing to add a varsity team . . 
"All this activity is preparation for The team hits the road this weekend 
next year," Rudy Said. "The women will as they head for the Second Annual 
play in the fall, just as the men do." . Alabama lnvitional beginning tomor-
That may be a tricky situation for him row. According to Rudy, "This will be 
since he also coaches the meqs . team, Ol!r biggest test to see for certain on 
and he said the university has no plans· what level we can play." 
Knight wr·estlers close out tough · sea.son 
by Marty Fisher 
FIJtl;!re_Itaff . 
Statistics don't always tell the whole story, although they do report the specific. 
performance of a team or athlete. There is much more to sports than the statistics 
in a box score. 
Take for instance the season the UCF wrestling team just completed. At first 
glance, the 1-8 record that Coach Joe Cors'o and his squad ended with looks, at 
best, mediocre. A careful look. at the schedule adds perspective t.o the won-lost 
statistics. 
"We wrestled one of the toughest Division II schedules in the country," Corso 
said. "Fifty fo 60 percent of our schedule was Division I, .and we either beat or 
held them to close matches. This year we beat Appalachian--the defending Divj-
sion I Southern Regional champs'. We wrestled tougher teams to give us ex-
perience, making us tougher at our own level." 
Corso's scheduling philosophy paid ' off this year as five Knight wrestlers 
qualified for the National D.ivision II finals held last weekend at the University of 
California at Davis. 
However, even w_ith the intense schedule, the UCF wrestlers weren't able to meet 
the task of the .top-seeded wrestlers· in the country. 
Mark Geary, who qualified.at 150 pounds, failed to make weight and was .dis-
qualified. 
In the 134-pound class,. Ron Miller lost by a pin to fifth-seeded Greg Georges of 
Springfield College-in Mas.sachusetts, Miller was leqding in the third period, but a 
_mental mistake cost him the match. . 
Trey Baker lost a close match to Lani Paulson of North Colorado, 8-6. Accor-
ding to Corso: Baker, the only s~nior among the five, waited too ' long to apply 
pressure on Paulson. 
Dewey Ullrich was defeated in the 177-pound weight class by Mark Sexton of 
California State at Chico, 16-3. 
Brian Parker, The Knight's heavyweight hopeful, fell at the hands of eighth-
place finisher Larry Lee of Sacremento State, 6-1 . . 
Looking back on the season, Corso has nothing but prai.se for.his team's perfor-
mance. He said: "The guys did a tremendous job this year making it to the finals. 
It was a tough tournament and the guys lost close matches. I don't think their 
record is indicative of how well they've done." 
"We're going to be strong next year-almost eve~ybody's coming back." 
.INSTANT PHOTOS WHILE YOU WAIT 
WASMAN COLOR PRODUCTIONS INC. 
·This week in sports 
Resume', Passport, Real Estate Application -and Nur~ing Application Photos 
- $1.000FF 
With This Coupon 
orU.C.F .. l.D.' 
(color or black & white) 
·ST-. PATRICK'S P.ARTY 
IRISH STEW• HOMEMADE BREAD 
ALL YOU CAN EAT $1.99 
BEER 25¢ PER GLAS~ 
•IRISH SINGERS & DANCERS• 
•SING-A-LONG• . 
CANOPY GARDENS 
. ACROSS FROM UCF 
273:-453() 
STUDENTS & FACULlY 
10% DISCOUNT 
Bors FOR.EION AUTO 
PARTS & REPAIR 
25 Nursery Rd. 
JJ»ngwood, Fl. 32750 830-4931 . 830-5151 
COMPLETE VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE 
CoMi By & See 0 r 2 Cylinder V.W. E119i~e 
March 6-7-Men's Basket~all-S.E. Regional Tourn.-UCF Gym 6:30 p.m. 
March 6-Men's Tennis-Tennessee-Home-I 0:00 a.m. 
March 7-Baseball-Temple-Home-12:30 (2) -
March 7-Men's Tennis-Ball State-Home-I 0:00 a.m. 
March 9-Baseball-Temple-Home-3: l 5 p.m. 
March 9-Men's Tennis-Hampton-Home-3: 15 p.m. 
March 10-B;·~eball-Eastern Mich.-Home-3: l S p.m. 
March 10-Men's Tennis-James Madison-Home-2:00 p.m. 
March lO_-~omen ' sTei:I!.isTa~pa-Away-2:00 p.m. 
~arch l l-.Women 'sTennis-Guilford-Home-2:00 p.m . 
*************************************** 
* * 
: ARMY NAVY STORE : 
* * 
.210W. MICHIGAN: 
ORLANDO, .FLA. 32806 
(aos)' s43.4320 
Camouflage Shirts•Camouflage Pants 
Camping Equipment• Co~passes •Clothing 
· Machettes •Combat Boots• Blue Jeans 
Tarps• Knai>sac~s 
·COME.IN AND BROWSE AROUND 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ***********~******************~******** 
. Reeondilioned Radiaton -h1 Stoek 
For Moll Pa11eag~r Can 
275-9321 
"LOW PRICES" 
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION 
IN UCFAREA 
· 1111111~ -· 
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS 
MASTER CHARGE•VISA•AMERICAN EXPRESS 
10662 E. Cotuill Dr. Union Park 
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Pam Glmson/Future 
Brigitte Pascaul of. tile UCF women's tennis team gets set to 
return. a ball in actioQ against W estem Michigan Monday. The 
lady Knights lost the match 7-2. - · 
STUDENT. GOVERNMENT 
OF'F'ERS 
LEGAL· SERVICES 
GOTPROBLEMSWITH:--------------
Landlords? 
Insurance.? 
Contracts? 
·The.Police? 
Scudent Government seeks to provide 
students at the University of Central Florida 
with Legal services in matters affecting their 
welfare as ·students. Services provided include 
landlord tenant, u consumer, and 
discrimination problems. Also, -noncriminal 
traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property, 
and naihe change trans.actors. 
Our ·program offers legal advice, con-
sultation and document drafting free 9f 
charge to students in need of serv'ices. qall 
215-2538 or stop by S,C. 210 for more in-
formation or an appoinment. 
17-92 & CANDACE DRIVE 
Y2MILE N. OF 
MAITLAND INTERCHANGE 
FERN PARK-
PHONE: 834-6300 
•HAPPY HOUR • 
4:30-8:00 DAILY 
*2.75 PITCHERS 
•SUNDAY• ·- •MONDAY• 
·*2.00 PITCHE~S/35¢ DRAFT All DA'I *2.75 PITCHERS/NO COVER · 
•TUESDAY• •WEDNESDAY• FREE BEER/ 
LADIES DRINK FREEING COVER MEN *4.00 COVER-LADIES *3.00 
•THURSDAY•FRIDAY•SATURDAY• 
ROCK 'N ROll/*1.00 COVER 
APPEARING THIS WEEK: THE MERRILL BROTHERS 
Flagler stops Knights in 
womens' playoffs 
by Patti Linzy 
Future staff 
Plagued by injuries and eligibilit 
problems all year long, the UCF 
women's basketball team encled.lhe up-
and-down 1980-1981 season on a sour 
note. Flagler- upset the third-seeded 
defending champion Lady Knights in 
the opening round of th~ AIA W 
Division II state tournament last Thur-
sday, 77-67. 
Flagler held a seven-point ·lead at 
halftime and managed to stay a few 
steps ahead of UCF throughout the 
remainder of the game to hang on for 
the victory. Meg Fahey topped all UCF 
scorers with 29 points, while T<:>resa 
Tinsley was the only other Lady 
Kn.ight to break- into double figures 
with I 0 points. · 
"It was a bad way to encl the year," 
said UCF coach Sharon Adamson "We 
took Flagler too much for granted 
because we were looking ahead to Stet-
son. And we let· a team that shouldn't 
have beaten us come up and do just 
that . They kn·ew what to expect from 
us and they were ready. They played 
real well and we didn't play our best." 
From the ~erY. beginning of the game 
Flagler jumped out in front to stay, 
Adamson pointed out. "They out-
played us . I guess they just wanted it 
worse and they played better." 
Although the Lady Knights failed to 
defend their state title, Adamson con-
sidered the 13-10 finish a good year. 
"Considering the ups and downs this 
team has faced all year, I'm really 
proud of the way the players have all 
hung in. At the beginning of the season 
I really didn't expect us to play as well 
as we cli'd. Especially against all the 
Division I schools on our schedule. 
A lot of the Division I schools we 
played this year are seeded in the top 
five in the nation." 
. Top-seeded Bethune-Cookman took 
over the state from UCF, while Stetson 
finished second. 
Intramurals 
Spring-sign-ups 
The spring quarter line-up of Intramural Sports starts with softball and 
volleyball. Sign-up dates are April l for softball andApril 8 for volleyball. 
Basketba11 Championship 
The Intramural basketball championships will be played next week with semi-
final games in all three divisions on Wednesday at 7 p.m. The championship 
games will be played Thursday at 7 p.m. (Blue League), 8: 15 p.m. (White League) 
and 9:30 p.m. (Red Leag'ue). 
Track Meet 
The Skirtchasers ran aw.ay from the rest of the men's competition successfully 
defending their Intramural Track Title last Saturday on the UCF track. 
The Skirtchaser's Greg Rasor was the meet's outstanding performer with in-
dividual intramural records in the 400 meter and 800 m'eter sprints, in addition to 
anchoring the record breaking medley relav team. 
Rick Sampson, a triple winne·r (lc;ng ju.mp, 110 hurdles, spring medely), and 
Ga ry Magee a double winner (shot put, discuss) , also led the Skirtchasers. 
· Other record performances came from Kevin Paule and Tonv Shimkonis in the 
high jump (tie) , Paul ·Catanoso in the I 00 meter sprint, and A~gelo Cusimano in 
the metric mile. 
. lrl the wo.men's competition the combined efforts of the KD's and TKE Little 
Sistrrs edged the Crew 53-44. 
Micki Keither was the only women's double winner with a record performance 
in the 200 meter.sprint. She also anchored the Crew's record-breaking 400 meter 
rrlav team . 
The 
Sister~ & Pledges 
·of 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
·WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME 
. . 
DELTAPI TOU.C.F. 
~.We Wish You the Best of Luek '-
BUZZ·'S.AUTO CENTE·R 
10658 E. COLONIAL DR. 
275-3951 
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE 
. AMERICAN & FOREIGN 
·USED CAR SALES 
OPEN lOAM-lOPM MON.·FRt 
SAT. & SUN: BY APPOINTMENT 
VISA-MASTER CHARGE 
, 
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OPINION 
No. upper-level environmental studies should be required 
Every student in this university is re-
quired to take 15 hours ·of classe; to 
fulfill the advanced program of the en-
vironni.ental studies requirement. 
These hours are a waste of time and 
money. 
Some explain the program as the 
way to a well-rounded education or to 
a liberal education, while others feel 
that since students must exist jn several 
enviropments after they leave school, 
they pmst have the knowledge of all 
these areas. 
The first two years of one's college 
education are spent fulfilling ·these ex-
act requirements. There is no need to 
extend the pr<?gram any further · than 
those two years. The upper-level en-
viroJ'.lmental studies Classes geared for . 
the non-majors are no more challeng-
ing than lower-level courses, but · they 
are more expensive. . 
The requirements are being revised 
for the semester system and although 
they are not definite yet, they are plan-
ned to consist of ·fewer hours than the 
.present system. 
The new plan wilJ not affect any of 
UCF's present students, since they 
entered the university on different 
catalogues. These stu~ents will have to 
continue taking these general com-
prehensive courses and paying upper- . With the upcoming spring quarter, a 
level costs while not truly gaining a group of students will encourage other 
whole hell of a lot from them. students tq boycott all the upper-level 
No other state university has a environmental studies courses geared 
similar system, so why should the toward non-majors: 
students of UCF have to deal with this If those classes weren't filled, then 
one? maybe the aaministration and the 
™,COl*.E ON! 
l T'S GOOO . fO~ 
tou! OON'1' 
g E tcJT Of'f 
-
faculty would see that the students of 
. UCF are finally tired of these kinds of 
classes. Maybe they will do something 
to update the program for students, in-
cluding those who came to the univer-
sity under past catalogues 
The organization conducting the 
boycott, the Society of Concerned 
Students, is offering students a perfect 
chance to show everyone that some 
people really do care about what hap-
pens to them and their education. No 
one can guarantee the outcome, but 
· some sort of action needs to be taken to 
have the students' viewpoints recogniz-
ed. · 
Laura Hoffman 
Letters to the Editor 
Course repeat policy suggested for UCF 
Dear Editor: 3. Withdrawal allowed from the 
A college education is intended to beginning of the sixth week until two 
fo~lp a student acquire the certain weeks l:'efore the end of a term using a 
""b!is and knowledge to successfully "O" in computing the GPA (showing 
rompete in the job market. At the the "W" ~nd the grade earned to the 
un · ... rgraduate level, I do not believe point of withdrawal, i.e., · FW, CW, 
that the education process .should be AW, ect.). 
either unrealistically punitive or 4. Allowing a student to repeat once', 
unrealistically permissive. any course for which a D, For W (W, 
For this reason, may I share the FW, CW, AW, .ect.) was recorded. The 
following course repeat policy used by grade earned the second time would be 
some farger and more respected in- used for GPA computa~ions. The 
stitutions: previously stated grade would remain 
1. Unlimited withdrawal allowedJor on the transcript but would not be used 
the first two weeks of a term (not show- in GP A computations. 
ing registr'.'tion for .the course on a ·stu- Such a policy would "accurately 
dent's transcript). reflect what has transpired" and 
2. Unlimited withdrawal allowed for ~ould not allow a student to "shirk 
the next three weeks of a term without responsibility for poor performance." 
a refund of tuition (not showing a "W" A student would not be able to take ad-
on the transcript of the course). · vantage of such a policy without incur-
'i· 
New Letter Policy 
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on the ·Mon-
day prior to puhlication to be considered for the issue. Letters must not ex-
ceed 250 words and ~ust bear the writer's signature, address, and phone 
number. Names will be withheld upon request. Letters should be typed or 
printed. clearly. The Future reserves the right to edit all letters. to fi°t space 
requirements. · 
Mailing address; P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 Editorial 
office phone; f75-2601. Busi.ness office phon~: 275-286-5. 
This public docum-~nt was promulgated at an annual cost of $79,060 or 5.3 
cents per copy to inform the university community. An~ual advertising 
revenue of $50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost. The Future is 
funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student 
...._ Government of the Universit.y of Ce~tral Florida. · · 
ring a ·significant financial and time 
sacrifice. 
It is each student's responsibility to 
demonstrate academic achievement. 
The university should fairly allow a 
student to acquire the skills and 
knowledge necessary to successfully 
compete in the job m~rket. 
Hugh M. Christensen 
Abortion .issue should be 
analyzed logically 
Editor: 
Recent letters to the Future, both 
pro- and anti-abortion, seem to. il-
lustrate a peculiar need we feel to jump 
without much thought onto either ·a 
conservative · or liberal bandwagon. 
And once on that wagon we find a fur-
ther need to defend fiercely our ·deci-
sions. What a marvelous work force we 
become for the demagogue, willing to 
fight and labor untiringly to advance 
this narrow-minded cause. 
Lord forbid we should ever stop to 
logically analyze our choices. Why, we 
plight actually discover that we can't 
really justify anything · we're fighting 
for at all. And maybe we'd even have 
to accept that all our precious ab~ 
solutes are little more than personal-
preference. But then how many of us 
can justify condemning the other guy 
to hell .just to satisfy · our ·personal 
preference? / 
So I Sl!ppose it's just as well we keep 
our eyes and minds closed lest we com-
plicate our lives ·by having to com-
promise with each other. However, in 
case there ·ate a few people like Il}yself 
who are at least attempting to take the 
rings out of their political noses, I'd 
like to point out what seem to be a few 
logical in~onsistencies. There are 
many more - these are just a few to il-
lustrate a principle we might use when 
we feel ourselves being drawn up into 
some liberal or conservative cause: 
How can a conservat.ive preach_pas-
. sionately against abortion and still de-
fend capital punishment? Might not 
the murderer repent? Couldn't the un-
born child grow to become an Adolf 
Hitler? If the potential for the full 
·development of the .. human soul is · the 
criteria for allowing life, then the 
murderer stands equal to the fetus; un-
born. 
How can a liberal defend abortion 
and get absolutely maniacal.about the 
n~ed to protect porpoises, whales and· 
baby seals? We don't understand the 
consciousness of a seal anymore that 
we understand the consciousness of a 
two-month-old fetus. Why should one 
be more worth preserving than the · 
other? 
Abortion, page 2 3 
Editor-in-Chief Editorial Board The Future is published weekly, fall, winter 
and spring and biweekly in the summer at 
the University of Central Florida. It is writ-
ten and edited by students of the University 
with offices in the Art Complex on Libra 
Drive. 
Laura J. Hoffman f1Ji1Jrfl 
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Hour limit nOt in university's best' interest 
Editor: 
After reading the statement that 
students might be limited to taking 12 
hours of courses, I feel that the sym-
b~~ic fountain of knowledge in front of 
Abortion 
Why is it that some people, who 
religiously battle the legalization and 
us~ of marijuana on the grounds that it 
is socially and personally destructive, 
fight just as vigorously against control 
of handguns?. What can be more social-
ly destructive than easily-obtained, 
easily-concealed, long-distance killing 
devices? 
the Administration Building should be 
turned off in mourning. 
The UCF curriculum is tortuous and 
protracted enough, so any means of. 
drawing out the.pain is simply sadistic. 
Obviolisly, wh~t little joy a student 
from page 22 . 
And for one final example, why do all 
those good liberal kids from the '60s, 
who applaudCd the hostage - taking 
of college deans and presidents as an 
appropriate political statement, sud-
denly find a similar international act 
an abomin~ble atrocity? 
- Danny R. Culbertson 
could extract by taking a "fun;, course 
would be curtailed. 
One problem with this university is 
that it .has too many onerous, redun-
dant requirements for its students. 
Under the guise of allowing the student 
to make contact with his scientific and 
cultural environment, the university 
requires upper and lower division 
courses which stifle any spontaneous 
choice or initiative. Jt. should be 
assumed that students who come to 
college are ipso facto interest~ in the 
world. If not, why in~ndate - their 
presence into cla~srooms and thereby 
force exclusion of those who might en-
joy being there? · 
Twelve hours a quarter can only 
mean 12 hours of institutionalized 
boredom with no latitude for spon-
. t~neous' excursion.s into the unrequired. 
UCF is trying to improve on Dante 
in -Creating levels of hell. 
Beverly E. Johnson 
RALLY 
Dr. Fisher .should assist 
Father Ritter in New York 
AGAINST TUITION INCREASE 
AND ENROLLMENT CAP 
Editor: 
Regarding the Feb. 20 issue: Bruce 
Ritter's work at Covenant House in 
New York City is both heartbreaking 
and heartwarming - heartbreaking 
because such a need exists and heart-
warming because of his commitment 
to meet the need. 
It would be to the advantage of UCF 
and the local community if the ad-
ministration would grant Dr. Randy 
Fisher, Professor of Pornography -
uh, that is, Psychology - and instruc-
t01; of Sexual Behavior, subtitle 
V oyerism 101, a leave of absence to go. 
to New York to help Father Ritter, 
minister t•J the victims of the . 
"victimless crimes" perpetr.c;ited by the 
"sex industry" that Dr. Fisher. pro-
motes in his classroom. 
TUESDAY MARCH 10 
11:30-1:00 
S.C. GREEN 
_· OR 
(IN CASE OF RAIN) 
Funding of 
Career day 
appreciated 
S-.C. AUDITORIUM 
E.ditor: 
The members of the Council of 
Business Organizations would like to 
extend their sincere appr~ciation for 
your assistance in ' expediting and fun-
ding Career Day '81, which was held 
on Feb. 18 . The occa~ion proved to be 
very successfui -and provided many 
students with insights into career op-
portunities within their respective 
areas of intere·st. 
The expedient manner in which you 
processed our bill contributed greatly 
to the overwhelming success of the 
prqgram. We would like fo extend 
special thanks to George Chandler, 
David Mosher, and Marcos Marchena 
for devoting their time and effort to 
this worthy cause. Once again, thank 
you. 
Rick K. Joyce 
David N. Woodruff 
Kris H. French 
KAZARIAN BEATS THE PRICE! 
by Staci Bienvenu 
"IF YOU'RE UNDER 25; if you own a van or a pick-up, 
or if you just need immediate minimum Auto ·or Truck In-
surance c~verage-you need to call me." · 
RALPH KAZARIAN 
Yes, according to Ralph Kazarian, 
"You may be paying too much for your 
Auto Insurance ... " 
Mr. Kazarian is fully aware that we, 
as drivers, are tired of reading deceptive 
ads about how we can beat the high 
cost of our auto insurance, but there is 
something definite that sets him 
·apart-specialization. He's an unusual 
man in his line of business, for he. is 
willing to give hard-luck YOUNG 
DRIVERS a more-than-fair deal on 
'their auto or truck insurance. 
"I feel that young people, in many 
cases, are unjustifiably charged high 
rates, and I know that many. may be 
short on cash, That's why monthly 
payments a-re our specialty. Further-
more, there are a large nu~ber of 
drivers u:ider 25 that are paying high 
rates due simply to their age; others are 
pehalized because of their personal · 
tastes in automobiles. Finally, customers who n;;a 
minimum insurance .coverage are turned away reapeatedly. 
To overcome these situations is my whole reason for being 
in business." 
Yes; this all sounds quite promising, but jus-t how can 
Ralph Kazarian afford to offer a truly better price to you 
and me? 
"I've shopped for years to find companies who offer the 
best possible rates for my particular customers. As a result, I 
broker business with 30-35. Auto, Truck, Motorcycle, Motor 
Club, Mobile Home & Motor Home companies that target 
their effort to my particular customers. This allows me to 
give m.y customers the insurance they need at the price they 
want to pay." · ~ 
And Mr. Kazarian has proved himself to be quite su·c~ 
cessful in his approach . .After 15 ·years in the business, he's 
established himself as an institution within the auto and 
truck insurance business in Florida. 
To prove his ambition and determination he's opened 
eleven offices in the last two years in the Central Florida· 
area--in addition to his Orlando office which is located in 
, the Bright-BLUE Building at the comer of Mills ~nd 
Colonial (898-2454). 
There are two additional Ralph Kazarian offices located 
in the Orlando-Sanford. area: Altamonte Springs (834-2454) 
and·Sanford (323-2454). · 
So ... if you're really interested in finding out ho~ to get 
the insurance you need ... at the price you want to pay-stop 
by one of Ralph Kazarian's offices. 
Pd.Adv. 
Schult~ & Doolie STARRING :N 
''Them ol' term PaPer blues " 
Not only are th~; t1;6 mos~ 
reasonable servi.ce 'tn l 
tOLm, they specialize in 
term papers and 
have a super 
' tUl'n around 
time/ 
And, Schult.aie. listen to 
tJiie: CPI' is hel1n11g me shape 
'"!I academic image. 'they really 
care about how trl)J papers look. 
It'aonly 
natural don't 
ya know. After 
all, CP'l''a boas 
haa over 13 yrs. 
of e:ucutive 
secre ta.rial 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
SCHULTZ YOU TURKEY!! I .f called/ 
Crsatiue 'Profsseional Typing at 
628-9807, and Zst them type 
euery one of nry papers/ 
62 
.. 
e 
~ 
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FASHIONS FOR HIM & HER 
· 7 456 University Blvd. 
671-4659 
·NOW OPEN 
U_N IVE RSITY SQUARE 
.Get Acquain·ted Sale 
Student . Discount Coupons 
$3.00 off reg. price 
Lightning · · off 
Bolt s3· Reg. Price. 
SHIRTS 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excludEtd 
Expires March 31 1 1981 
-------------- ---------------$5.00 off reg~ price 
MEN'S 
TIES s3 Off Reg. Price 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Ocean Pacific's Men's 
SHIRTS 
s3 ~~g. 
Price 
·vA~ID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE. 
Limit one coupon per item Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excluded Sales merchandise excluded 
___ .; ___ ..:.x==~~~~~~:.:i~~---;--f----~---:x~:.:~i:~~~-:.9!~-------
$ 3. 00 off reg. price MEN'S ARROW . 
$3 Off Ladfes Levi s_ 5 Off Reg. 
Price DRESSs3 
SHIRTS 
Off· 
Reg. 
Price 
SLAG.KS 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE_ I VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE VALID ONLYAT UNIVERSITY.STORE 
Limit one coupon per item i . Limit one coupon per itf'm ·. Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excluded -Sales merchandise excluded . Sales merchandise excluded 
_ Expires :::~..3.l~~~~------t---"'.'"---!~=:~.."~::~-~~--_;----~---..,--:x::::~.::~:~-~~~-------
, Men's Levi . - · · 
s3 ~!'ii. I 3 peice Stu.dent s.3 ~!fg. 
Price Price ACTION Size Men~s Levi BELTS 
VALID ONL.Y AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
· Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excluded 
Expires March 311 1981 
--------------------------------
: Men's Levi 
Action s5 
SLACKS 
Off 
Reg. 
Price 
VALID ·oNL Y AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excluded 
Expires March 31, 1981 
I SU IT s15 ~;~~ S'H I RTS 
I 
I 
I 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Limit one coupon per item 
· Sales merchandise excluded 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Limit one coupon per item· 
Sales merchandise excluded 
Expires March 31 1 1981 · · Expires March 311 1981 . -------------------------~-~-----t-------------~----------------~--. . I . 
Ladies $ off 
Entire Stock 3 ~~~~ 
TOPS 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excluded 
Expires March 31, 1981 
I 
I Men's ' . s5· Off 
·• Levi .Fashion ~~~~ 
JEANS 
VALID ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE 
Limit one coupon per item 
Sales merchandise excluded 
Expires March 31, 1981 
